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The purpose of this report is to undertake relevant market research in order to 

provide 100.3 2MCR FM with recommendations as to how they can increase their 

audience whilst still maintaining their ambition to support the local Macarthur 

community.   

This research highlights the level of unawareness that the community has towards 

both 100.3 2MCR FM and community radio. Throughout the research for this report, 

it was discovered that community radio is widely unknown within its region, 

proceeding this, those who are aware associate negative connotations with it, as 

67% of the respondents from the survey revealed that they couldn’t name a 

community radio station. Those respondents who were aware of community radio 

were asked if they’d volunteer at a station and many of them said they were oblivious 

to volunteering opportunities. Another key finding from our research was that those 

individuals who were aware of 100.3 2MCR FM proved that they were unaware of 

any sort of promotions the station offered or even of their online presence.  

As there is a growing number of younger people within the Campbelltown region, 

increasing 100.3 2MCR FM’s online presence is crucial to attracting listeners within 

this market. Increasing the use of social media on their accounts through on air 

televising will help in the retention of current listeners. Once their current listeners 

are aware of the station’s online activity this will enable word of mouth and the 

sharing of online activity such as liking or sharing content posted by 100.3 2MCR 

FM. In accordance with social media usage, frequent promotions and merchandise 

will spread the word of 100.3 2MCR FM as well as community radio within the 

community. This report evaluates these options and concludes that combining all 

these strategies will be most beneficial to the station as spreading awareness to the 
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younger generation and maintaining their current audience is what 100.3 2MCR FM 

wants to achieve within the next two years.  

The methodology used in this report was a combination of both primary and 

secondary research. The main source of primary research was surveys undertaken 

within and outside of the Campbelltown region. The findings and data gathered from 

the surveys created the foundation of this report. The secondary research conducted 

consisted of online literature on community radio in Australia and 100.3 2MCR FM as 

well as the CBAA’s various reports and figures.  

The course of action suggested includes: 

- That 100.3 2MCR FM increases their online activity for the above reasons. 

- That 100.3 2MCR FM increases the awareness for not only their station but 

also the community radio sector.  

- That 100.3 2MCR FM should promote volunteering positions to the 

community and what each volunteer will receive out of it e.g. awards, letter of 

recommendation and friendships as well as being more specific in the 

requirements of a volunteer, to encourage newcomers.  

- That 100.3 2MCR FM improves their current website to make it more visually 

appealing and user friendly for their listeners. 

- That 100.3 2MCR FM should create stickers, prizes and merchandise to 

entice listeners to tune into the station.  
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2.1 The scene for this plan 

100.3 2MCR FM strives to be a locally centred media hub, where they not only are a 

part of the community but also work to serve the people of Macarthur. Run solely by 

volunteers it is clear that drive and passion for community radio and values are what 

keep 100.3 2MCR FM running and is also what have kept them in operation since 

beginning broadcasting in 1989. This plan centres on setting 100.3 2MCR FM on a 

direct approach of differentiation and recognition within the local area, especially with 

the growing online landscape for that other broadcasters have been leveraging to 

their advantage for many years now, whether they may be commercial TV stations or 

even Community Radio stations it is clear that the way forward should be a tandem 

approach of reaching listeners through what goes to air and also reinforcing those 

messages through online means. 
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2.2 The reason for this marketing plan 

In its current state 100.3 2MCR FM has a limited yet very direct approach to 

reaching listeners, this is through broadcasting traditionally over the air and also 

through what appears to be an ineffective use of their social media accounts. This 

plan will help 100.3 2MCR FM leverage their successful breakfast and drive time 

segments by providing direction for not only more avenues of access to listen to the 

station but also to continue the good will and local interview nature they have built up 

throughout their broadcasting history in the Macarthur region.  

Defining the future path for 100.3 2MCR FM means developing a road map of where 

they want to be, and that is as a strong and vocal voice that not only supports local 

businesses and individuals, but serves the community in positive ways, from building 

a strong online presence to benefit not only the reach of the station itself but to also 

provide a safe harbour for the local community to congregate and discuss online 

about anything positive or even any issues they wish to disclose. This will help to set 

100.3 2MCR FM apart from just being another community radio station to instead 

being a strong, vocal and local online and on air congregation pillar for the 

community of Macarthur. 
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2.3 Establishing what, why, who, when, where and how 

What 100.3 2MCR FM is struggling to achieve in its current form is not only 

recognition but an actual understanding among their target market as to what 

community radio stations actually contribute to society, this became apparent 

through the survey conducted1.  

Why 100.3 2MCR FM’s current approach of reaching listeners, seemingly current 

and new ones isn’t working as efficiently as it could be, is due to a combination of 

stagnant growth, low listener numbers and poor communication in the online 

landscape. This not only contributes negatively to raising brand awareness but also 

doesn’t allow the proper growth for a place for listeners to congregate and discuss 

online in one place together about local and community based issues and ventures 

that have not only been broadcasted on air but can also provide great topics and 

input of new ideas to put to air as well. 

One of Porters five forces discussed in section 4.5 of this plan shows a relatively low 

chance in terms of a threat of new entrants, although there is a threat in terms of 

encroaching technologies such as podcasting also discussed within this report, 

which if taken advantage of early enough can become an advantage. In order to not 

only raise brand awareness of 100.3 2MCR FM but also increase listener numbers 

as well as user engagement online, building on 100.3 2MCR FM’s current social 

landscape online and within their valued local community, change will need to begin 

over the coming weeks. 

 

1 Refer to section 18.3, survey questions 7, 10 & 11. 
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2.4 Stating the scope responsibility timing and limitations 

The scope of this plan sets out to cover a broad range 100.3 2MCR FM’s vested 

interests, from budgeting, market performance in their local community to even 

budgeting for the potential implementation of processes suggested within this plan. 

In order to ensure not only follow through for raising brand awareness and achieving 

growth online and on air, a tight timeline within the realm of months instead of years 

allows, for responsibility of any outcomes as well as any changes and or benefits to 

be seen from any suggested recommendations that have been taken on-board at 

100.3 2MCR FM.  

Some concerns such as the fickle nature of the media industry and of radio listener’s 

nature to sometimes just “flick” through their pre-set station list, till they land on 

something appealing, have been seen as a limitation. This is especially relevant due 

to primary survey result data discussed in section 14.3 of this plan showing a very 

low level of brand awareness or even recognition of not just 100.3 2MCR FM but of 

community radio stations in general, with the average respondent spending their 

time listening to commercial radio, who have much larger budgets and personalities 

used to draw in potential listeners. 

Limitation such as brand awareness and in this case sector awareness with 

community radio can be overcome at a local level in MacArthur especially with the 

tight budget constraints of a community funded station that operates to serve the 

community. With tight time constraints as well to increase listener numbers by the 

next survey result release, the monthly timeline that this plan sets out, can be 

especially beneficial for 100.3 2MCR FM. 
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3.1 Ownership & Size 

The community radio station of 100.3 2MCR FM is officially owned and operated by 

the Macarthur region community2. They began broadcasting on the 22nd August 

1989 and were originally known as MCR 89.9FM. Initially the station did not own 

their equipment as they resorted to borrowing a majority of their broadcasting gear, 

as they were limited back then to only be allowed to broadcast for a total of 28 days 

of the calendar year, as the rules and regulations for community radio stations were 

different3.  

All members and staff of the community radio station are unpaid volunteers willing to 

give up their time and skills to broadcast through the radio in order to provide the 

community with a good combination of news, entertainment, information and music 

in order to cater towards all demographics4.  

100.3 2MCR FM began broadcasting from temporary studios in different High 

Schools moving from place to place and in 2002 they were able to settle in until this 

present time at Campbelltown RSL which they are happy to support and provide 

100.3 2MCR FM with a rent free work area. Even with having a limited size available 

to them they still broadcast their message and music to the community5. According 

to the monthly reach figures for Sydney radio stations. It indicates that 100.3 2MCR 

FM currently estimated listeners are at 104,000 individuals aged 15+ who constitute 

to the 100.3 2MCR FM monthly cumulative audience6.When viewing these figures, it 

is promising to see that 100.3 2MCR FM as community radio station is performing 

2 The Sounds of 100.3FM Macarthur, viewed 12 August 2016, < http://www.2mcr.org.au/index.htm>. 
3 100.3 FM 2MCR Our History, viewed 12 August 2016, < http://www.2mcr.org.au/History.htm>. 
4 The Sounds of 100.3FM Macarthur, viewed 12 August 2016, < http://www.2mcr.org.au/index.htm>. 
5 100.3 FM 2MCR Our History, viewed 12 August 2016, < http://www.2mcr.org.au/History.htm>. 
6 CBAA 2016, ‘The National Listener Survey’, McNair Ingenuity Research PTY LTD, viewed 13 August 2016, 
<https://outlook.office.com/owa/?path=/attachmentlightbox>. 
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better than other local community radio stations which displays a positive aspect. 

However, there are other options for growth, especially if 100.3 2MCR FM would like 

to expand their structure and broadcast signals which contributes to gain more 

listeners. 
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3.2 Organisation structure of 100.3 2MCR FM and radio industry 

100.3 2MCR FM’s structure is controlled and run by a hierarchy of committee, which 

consists of Rodney Simpson as the recent appointed new President, a Vice 

President, Secretary, Treasurer, Training Manager, Programming Manager, an 

Engineer, a Marketing and Promotions Representative, a Membership Officer and 

the community being a big part of the community radio station7. 

The radio station industry can be structured by using a tier-system. This 

demonstrates how radio station industries rank in comparison to others through their 

size, reputation and location8.  

As shown in the tier system on the following page, 100.3 2MCR FM is not present 

within any of the three tiers, indicating that 100.3 2MCR FM is not as well known or 

popular in comparison to the above listed radio stations within the 3 tiers. However, it 

also demonstrates that the community radio station of 100.3 2MCR FM requires 

changes in a number of ways in order to gain more listeners and improve their 

position and gain a spot in tier 39. 

  

7 100.3 FM 2MCR Contact Us, viewed 13 August 2016, <http://www.2mcr.org.au/contacts.htm>. 
8 Ibid 
9 CBAA 2016, ‘The National Listener Survey’, McNair Ingenuity Research PTY LTD, viewed 13 August 2016, 
<https://outlook.office.com/owa/?path=/attachmentlightbox>. 
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Tier System 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIRST TIER 
(ONLY LISTENERS) 

• Nova 969 
• Smooth FM 95.3 
• KIIS 106.5 

 

SECOND TIER  
(ONLY LISTENERS) 

• SBS Radio 
• The Edge 96.1 
• Hope 103.2 FM 

 

THIRD TIER 
 (ONLY LISTENERS) 

• ABC Jazz 
• Gadigal Koori Radio 
• Muslim Community 

Radio 
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3.3 Products & Services 

100.3 2MCR FM offers a number of products and services. The radio station 

supports the community through fundraising and local events. In addition, the station 

offers a number of programs broadcasted daily for the community, these include the 

breakfast shows (News + Traffic Reports), Morning shows, Midday shows 

(Information programmes), Afternoon shows (Information programmes), Drive time 

(News + Traffic Reports), Speciality shows & Information shows, Evening Shows 

Specialty & Variety and Overnight shows. These services and programs allow 100.3 

2MCR FM to be known as a reputable community radio station throughout the 

Macarthur region10.  

Memberships are offered and open to the community with an opportunity to join the 

team of volunteer announcers, administration and technical support staff. The 

membership fee to join costs $5.50 with options for joining annually will vary 

individually as displayed on the table11. Not only does the cost of the membership 

allow access to the radio station but it goes towards helping the community radio 

station to grow and develop12. 

The current position for 100.3 2MCR FM broadcasts their station throughout the 

Macarthur area with potential frequency allowing them to also reach as far as the 

Sydney Metropolitan region, the Southern Highlands and the Blue Mountains. 

Besides advertising themselves through the radio broadcasts, 100.3 2MCR FM 

promote their station through the help of sponsors. Upon advertising and promoting 

10 100.3FM Weekdays Program Guide 2016, viewed 15 August 2016, 
<http://www.2mcr.org.au/Weekday%20programs.htm>. 
11 Appendix 1  
12 100.3FM Get Involved, viewed 17 August 2016, < http://www.2mcr.org.au/get-involved.htm>. 
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through their broadcasts, they are restricted and held back to only having no more 

than 5 minutes of sponsorship announcements per hour13. 

  

13 100.3FM 2MCR Our Sponsors 2016, viewed 17 August 2016, < http://www.2mcr.org.au/sponsors.htm>.  
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3.4 Financial Position 

100.3 2MCR FM is based on a community established radio station, it is run by 

volunteers who give up their time and efforts in order to have the radio station in 

running order14. 100.3 2MCR FM is located inside the Campbelltown RSL where 

they have happily provided 100.3 2MCR FM with free rent but this also puts them in 

a position of where if any changes or plans occur with the Campbelltown RSL, the 

radio station will have to move or relocate to a new place15. 

They receive funding through sponsorships, donations, advertisements and 

fundraisers. According to their balance sheet16 it shows that the radio station’s 

assets are mainly focused on the radio station’s equipment and gear, whilst 

spending a very limited amount on advertising. Currently though, they are able to 

spend more on advertising or other reasonable expenses due to the recent decision 

of selling the Radio 2MCR Van17.  

President Rodney Simpson tries to address the current financial position. By 

highlighting the importance of the required funding and sponsorships that are 

needed in order to better enhance the overall outlook and performance of 100.3 

2MCR FM. According to the Profit and Loss sheet 18, 100.3 2MCR FM did well in the 

previous year attaining an operating profit of a total of $32,718.96. 

  

14 Updates & Reports 100.3FM 2MCR 2016, viewed 17 August 2016, < http://www.2mcr.org.au/updates-
reports.htm>. 
15 Ibid 
16 Appendix 2 
17 Updates & Reports 100.3FM 2MCR 2016, viewed 17 August 2016, < http://www.2mcr.org.au/updates-
reports.htm>. 
18 Appendix 3 
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4.1 Business/Market Definition 

According to the Community Broadcasting Association of Australia (CBAA), 

community radio stations such as 100.3 2MCR FM are aspiring to be perceived as, 

“innovative, sustainable, accessible, trusted and diverse, and a key pillar in 

Australian broadcasting that reflects and contributes an open society, strong 

democracy and vibrant culture”19. Currently as a whole sector, the CBAA finds that 

94% of listeners view the services provided by community radio stations to be 

valuable20. With further research discovering that “valuable” correlates to listener’s 

views on raising public awareness to local and political issues, as well as a safe 

public environment for talk back radio, that is not generally found on commercial 

stations. 

19 CBAA 2015, Annual Review 2015, Viewed 11/08/2016, < https://lookaside.fbsbx.com/file/CBAA-Annual-
Review-2015-
printfriendly.pdf?token=AWzjGMp5xR0kWMF1jZ5IKT401pHbGCUszWy_jjcYgWWGQq0Wb1h9tS2xAytN2qS7a
OnJHa8SSzu6xJ7EszH-ET89s4wMQyzrRuW-o6B2oQxh9NJfnfdFh8npFO49HVkWrDsAbue-
G84hudKcnN_yDRSFarE9Vx6ng_A8dWlZdQ5DPQ>, P. 1 
20 CBAA 2015, Annual Review 2015, Viewed 11/08/2016, < https://lookaside.fbsbx.com/file/CBAA-Annual-
Review-2015-
printfriendly.pdf?token=AWzjGMp5xR0kWMF1jZ5IKT401pHbGCUszWy_jjcYgWWGQq0Wb1h9tS2xAytN2qS7a
OnJHa8SSzu6xJ7EszH-ET89s4wMQyzrRuW-o6B2oQxh9NJfnfdFh8npFO49HVkWrDsAbue-
G84hudKcnN_yDRSFarE9Vx6ng_A8dWlZdQ5DPQ>, P. 5 
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4.2 Situation Over the Past 12 Months 

Comparing this to key findings discovered by the Australian Communications and 

Media Authority (ACMA), community radio stations find themselves at a 

disadvantage against commercial radio stations, who are positioned as a strong 

indirect threat towards 100.3 2MCR FM when it comes to regular listening, 

accounting for 54% of all radio listeners, followed by ABC stations and then 

community radio with 14% of radio listeners tuning in regularly21. The ACMA has 

also found that 22% of commercial radio listeners have heard something on air that 

has, “caused them concern or offence in the preceding 12 months” from the survey 

being conducted. This shows the strong position 100.3 2MCR FM is in, when 

achieving the core values of what a community station sets out to do, with a much 

lower rate of dissatisfaction among listeners by having 94% of listeners viewing 

community radio to be a valuable asset. 

 

  

21 ACMA 2010, Community Attitudes to Radio Content, Viewed 11/08/2016, < 
http://www.acma.gov.au/webwr/_assets/main/lib311390/community_attitudes_to_radio_content.doc >, P. 
1. 
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4.3 Market Trends 

What this can lead to, is desirable status among advertisers as community radio 

listeners are generally part of the aging population with content such as music being 

highly preferred by younger listeners, 

“Music is highly preferred in the younger 15–24 (92 per cent) and 25–34 (91 

per cent) listener age groups, and less with increasing age (down to 50 per 

cent for 75+ years)”.  

This is because community radios stations such as 100.3 2MCR FM contain 

programing that cater more towards what older age groups tend to look for in a radio 

station, with their midday and afternoon air time filled with information programs, 

mixed with news and traffic reports22 

“News and information programming is most popular in older age groups, 

peaking at the 55–64 age group (83 per cent), and least preferred by 15–24 

year olds (45 per cent).” 

“The popularity of talkback programming increases with age. More than half of 

radio listeners aged 55+ indicate regular talkback listening, while almost 

three-quarters (71 per cent) of those aged 75+ listen regularly. Fewer in the 

15–24 and 25–34 age groups said they listen to ‘talkback’ regularly (35 per 

cent and 31 per cent) 23. 

  

22 2MCR 2016, 100.3 FM Weekdays Program Guide, <http://www.2mcr.org.au/Weekday%20programs.htm>, 
Viewed 11/08/2016. 
23 ACMA 2010, Community Attitudes to Radio Content, Viewed 11/08/2016, < 
http://www.acma.gov.au/webwr/_assets/main/lib311390/community_attitudes_to_radio_content.doc >, P. 
2. 
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4.4 Market Size, Growth or Decline, Reasons 

The importance this shows, is how the current position 100.3 2MCR FM finds itself 

in, which is that they are also competing against not only other community stations 

but also commercial stations for listeners. What the July 2016 station update 

released by 100.3 2MCR FM shows, is that listeners are looking for more efficient 

and streamlined segments that go to air, since they are always, “on the move” and 

shorter segments tend to be more easily shared since listeners, “won’t tolerate 

boring and tedious bits of irrelevant detail” 24. This does tend to contrast with the 

overall market trend where survey results show that only, “133,000 people, or 3%, 

listen to community radio exclusively, that is, listen to community radio but not 

commercial radio or ABC/SBS radio25. The survey results also state that reasons for 

listening to community radio in Sydney shows that the majority, 48% of listeners tune 

in for local information and news, with 35% tuning in because of the diversity in 

programming and because they hear programs that are not available elsewhere26. 

The station census report conducted by McNair Ingenuity Research on behalf of the 

CBAA, shows the number of fully licensed community radio stations have overall, 

remained steady27. These results show that the vast majority of listeners tend to 

switch between stations for the type of radio they seek, commercial radio for quick to 

the point segments and community radio for local and national news reports and 

bulletins. Listeners of community radio tend to reach their peak in numbers during 

24 Committee of Macarthur Community Radio Association Incorporated 2016, Update July 2016, P. 2. 
25 McNair Ingenuity Research 2016, Community Radio National Listener Survey 2015 Wave #2, P. 2. 
26 McNair Ingenuity Research 2016, Community Radio National Listener Survey 2015 Wave #2, P. 3. 
27 McNair Ingenuity Research 2013, Community Broadcasting Station Census: Survey Of The Community Radio 
Sector, < https://www.cbaa.org.au/sites/default/files/media/CBAA-Station-Census-Report-Dec-2013.pdf >, P. 
7. 
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the breakfast 5am-9am period and again during the drive time 3pm-7pm period 

throughout an average week28.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

According to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS), as of 2011 there are 140,488 

people in the Macarthur region, comprising of 37,912 families29. The median age is 

also found to be 34 years old. These numbers correlate with 100.3 2MCR FM’s 

ratings results, where the largest segment of their listeners at 44%, were between 

the ages of 25-39 years making up a total of 46,000 people30. These results 

correlate with McNair Ingenuity’s survey results showing that 98% of their listeners 

reside in the Inner South West and Southerland, South West and Outer South 

West31. 

 

 

28 McNair Ingenuity Research 2016, Community Radio National Listener Survey 2015 Wave #2, P. 2. 
29 Australian Bureau of Statistics 2016, Census Data, 2011 Census Stats, Last Edited 05/08/2016 < 
http://www.censusdata.abs.gov.au/census_services/getproduct/census/2011/quickstat/CED126?opendocume
nt&navpos=220>, Viewed 22/08/2016. 
30 McNair Ingenuity Research 2016, The National Listener Survey July 2016, P.4. 
31 McNair Ingenuity Research 2016, The National Listener Survey July 2016, P.6 
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4.5 Market Structure, Direct and Indirect Competition, Porters Five forces 

The Porters five forces analysis shows that the chances for a threat of new entrants 

into the community radio market place is relatively low. This is due to Australia 

having very well established legislation in place32, along with high start-up costs and 

what some might see as an overly saturated media industry in general, creating a 

strong barrier for new entrants There is also a large amount of skills and the 

technical knowledge required to enter the broadcasting industry as a new entrant. 

Although on the other side of the spectrum, entry into indirect competition such as an 

online media alternative like YouTube or Podcasting can have relatively much less 

capital required to enter into to begin broadcasting and putting out content 

 A recent study conducted by Telsyte Australia can find the community radio industry 

to be on shaky ground. This is because podcasting is seen as a rising form of media, 

an indirect competitor that is only growing stronger, with over 2.9 million Australian’s 

having listened to a podcast in the past 12 months and with podcast penetration only 

set to increase. What is also troubling for the community radio environment is how 

many of those listeners actually subscribe to a podcast for news and political 

podcasts, up to 29% with 56% of them listening in at least once a week. This is 

because local news and affairs is a strong selling point amongst community radio 

listeners and podcasting seems to be stealthily encroaching on this segment in 

32 Raboy, M, Mansell, R 2011, The Handbook of Global Media and Communication Policy, John Wiley & Sons, 
<https://books.google.com.au/books?id=8mCxLhTdEdEC&pg=PT243&lpg=PT243&dq=threat+of+new+entrants
+community+radio&source=bl&ots=olpj_d9O9c&sig=RiOWqj5BZ9xfKkDJ7HhU_E4qsH8&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ah
UKEwi0jJih2snOAhVCHJQKHQr6AE4Q6AEIGzAA#v=onepage&q=threat%20of%20new%20entrants%20commun
ity%20radio&f=false>, Viewed 18/08/2016. 
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Australia33, a major threat of substitution 100.3 2MCR FM should take into 

consideration moving forward. Since community radio is still a form of media, there is 

a vast variety of choice consumers have when it comes to the threat of substitution 

whether it is through their indirect competition, such as social media sites for the 

consumption of local news and updates or TV stations or even direct competition for 

consumer attention, making tuning into 100.3 2MC FM less compelling for updates 

for local news updates throughout the average consumers day. 

The market trend of listeners from research conducted by the ACMA shows that over 

93% of Australians surveyed listen to radio regularly34, with such high penetration 

nationwide it becomes clear that the bargaining power of consumers is 

comparatively high as well. This is due to the ease of switching between not only 

different stations to obtain news from various different sources but also to different 

forms of media consumption, whether community based or commercial. This can be 

in the form of TV channels or even online media where local communities are able to 

interact through social sites such as, YouTube, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and 

more. 

The constantly changing dynamics of the media landscape makes the degree of 

rivalry very high, especially with new standards being developed all the time. 

Examples of this being the podcasting of popular segments online to not only gain 

but also maintain consumer loyalty, there is also the development of new spectrums 

for broadcasting. This includes the introduction of the new Digital Audio Broadcasting 

Plus (DAB+) standard, a standard that has yet to be adopted by 100.3 2MCR FM 

33 Telsyte Australia 2016, Podcasts In Australia, < http://www.madebyfairfax.com.au/wp-
content/uploads/2016/04/MDE_0185_16_Podcast-Infographic.jpg>, Viewed 12/08/2016. 
34 AMCA 2010, Community Attitudes to Radio Content, Viewed 12/08/2016, 
<http://acma.gov.au/webwr/_assets/main/lib311390/community_attitudes_to_radio_content.pdf >, P. 1. 
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and is still growling in listener numbers every day35, a barrier to this is the recent 

federal budgets cuts announced earlier this year in 2016to community broadcasting, 

along with the high adoption costs preventing the reach of listeners on a different 

spectrum to what 100.3 2MCR FM currently broadcasts on. With the currently 

saturated media market the way it is today, it makes rivalry especially high between 

competitors in the fight for the highest ratings. 

Supplier power in community radio is generally quite low, this is evident when taking 

into account the degree of substitutes available. This changes somewhat for local 

community radio stations such as 100.3 2MCR FM who have a more localised, not 

for profit operation with a smaller pool of choice and different ways of raising funding 

when compared to the more commercialised, advertising based media industry., who 

can easily fill one national advertorial spot with another, much different to the more 

localised nature of community radio stations. 

  

35 ACMA 2016, Digital Radio Broadcasting, < http://www.acma.gov.au/Industry/Broadcast/Spectrum-for-
broadcasting/Broadcast-planning/digital-radio-1>, Viewed 20/08/2016. 
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4.6 Market Potential 

The Community Attitudes to Radio Content study conducted by the ACMA have 

dictated the potential reach within the market to be at 93%.  As of 2009, community 

radio held 14% of the market share, a slight drop from 2003 at 18% as shown in the 

table below36. According to the McNair Community Radio Survey 3,190,000 people 

within Sydney are listeners of radio.  Within this, 28.7 % of people listen to 

community radio stations37. This indicates the potential reach 100.3 2MCRFM can 

access. However due to the practical limitations of their broadcasting equipment, 

100.3 2MCRFM is unable to reach beyond selected surrounding regions of 

Macarthur when broadcasting their segments. As a result of this, the maximum reach 

of their market in the Macarthur is limited to 140, 488 people as dictated by the 2011 

Australian census38. The number of listeners of 100.3 2MCRFM increases from 

40,000 per week to 104,00 monthly. The National Listener Report dictates that the 

number of people having ever heard of 100.3 2MCRFM to be 199,000 people39. This 

clearly allows for a potential gain in listeners monthly to be well over 90,000 

individuals, and in their local community well over 40,000 individuals.   

 

  

36 AMCA 2010, Community Attitudes to Radio Content, Viewed 12/08/2016. 
36 AMCA 2010, Community Attitudes to Radio Content, Viewed 12/08/2016, 
<http://acma.gov.au/webwr/_assets/main/lib311390/community_attitudes_to_radio_content.pdf >, P.13. 
37 McNair Ingenuity Research 2016, Community Radio National Listener Survey 2015 Wave #2, P. 2. 
38 Australian Bureau of Statistics 2016, Census Data, 2011 Census Stats, Last Edited 05/08/2016 < 
http://www.censusdata.abs.gov.au/census_services/getproduct/census/2011/quickstat/CED126?opendocume
nt&navpos=220>, Viewed 22/08/2016. 
39 McNair Ingenuity Research 2016, The National Listener Survey July 2016, P.2 
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5.1 What Has Gone On Before 

Taking a look at the total income trends of all community radio stations from the 

latest official radio census results, since 2002 to 2013 shows that income is seen to 

generally be on the rise from, $46,584,805 in the 2002-03 financial period to, 

$73,389,948 in the 2011-12 financial period40 the largest source for this rise being 

sponsorship, accounting for 39.8% of income in the 2011-12 period. Although this 

trend is offset by the overall rise in station expenditure, from $45,013,844 in the 

2002-03 financial period to, $65,724,794 in the 2011-12 financial period41. 

  

40 McNair Ingenuity Research 2013, Community Broadcasting Station Census: Survey Of The Community Radio 
Sector, < https://www.cbaa.org.au/sites/default/files/media/CBAA-Station-Census-Report-Dec-2013.pdf >, P. 
11. 
41 McNair Ingenuity Research 2013, Community Broadcasting Station Census: Survey Of The Community Radio 
Sector, < https://www.cbaa.org.au/sites/default/files/media/CBAA-Station-Census-Report-Dec-2013.pdf >, P. 
17. 
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5.2 Current Position and Situation 

Comparing this to the 2016 financial report released to the public by 100.3 2MCR FM 

shows their total income to be at, $91,644.62 which is below the national average of 

approximately, $257,508.589, although this figure does include metropolitan, 

suburban, regional and rural community radio stations. 100.3 2MCR FM’s 

expenditure sits well below the national average of, $230,613,312 at $58,925.66. 

McNair ingenuity’s latest national listener survey results show that as of July 2016, 

“an estimated 40,000 people aged 15+, listen to radio station 2MCR 100.3 FM at 

some time in a week”.42 This number rises to 104,000 people who listen monthly and 

reaches 166,000 people who have ever listened. With 104,000 people listening on 

average in the month of July, 100.3 2MCR FM has a total of 199,000 people who 

have ever heard of the station. Comparing these number shows that approximately 

half the amount of people who have heard of the station, tune in at some time in a 

given month. 

  

42 McNair Ingenuity Research 2016, The National Listener Survey July 2016, P.2. 
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5.3 Brief Overview of the Current Market, The Marketing Environment, The Company, 

And The Competitors 

What underpins community radio stations such as 100.3 2MCR FM, are the rules 

and regulations they are governed and must also abide by. The Broadcast Services 

Act 1992 (the Act)43 limits 100.3 2MCR FM financially, in terms of sponsorships 

being capped at a maximum of five minutes per hour. This is because the Act also 

states community radio stations operate not to make a profit but for the benefit of the 

community. 

Currently, 100.3 2MCR FM finds itself staffed by volunteers and runs financially off of 

local sponsors. These sponsors are screened in order to be of, “suitable broadcast 

quality and meet community standards for the timeslots that are aired within”44. 

Further supporting this station is subscribers and what all community radio stations 

should aim for on top of increasing the amount of subscribers they have, is also a 

100% subscriber renewal rate, whether they are lapsed subscribers or new to the 

station. What is clear, is that the largest factor effecting community radio stations are 

financials, since the value in these stations seems to be inherent with what the local 

community views it to be worth. 

What does help in assessing their current position is how the station views 

themselves in their current situation. The, “update reports” they put out on their site 

along with the financial reports detailing items such as membership revenue, 

advertising revenue and operating profit and loss, shows their latest assessment of 

membership fees collected to be objectively, very low. Although the ACMA regulates 

43 ACMA 2008, Community Radio Broadcasting Codes Of Practice, 
<http://www.acma.gov.au/webwr/_assets/main/lib410018/community_radio_broadcasting-
code_of_practice_2008.pdf>, Viewed, 13/08/2016, P. 2. 
44 2MCR 2016, Our Sponsors, <http://www.2mcr.org.au/sponsors.htm>, Viewed 11/08/2016. 
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the amount of advertising community radio stations such as 100.3 2MCR FM can put 

to air in any given time frame, they do not seem to be leveraging any forms of social 

media into revenue raising opportunities with sponsors. 100.3 2MCR FM also view 

themselves to have no direct competitors, which may cause them a sense of comfort 

as competitors stealthily poach listeners. The equipment at the station is also very 

out dated and that causes them to struggle especially in the current digital landscape 

of radio, against more advanced indirect competitors for precious air time. This also 

prohibits them from entering into the growing digital radio spectrum along with the 

output of online podcasts. 

The results from the McNair Ingenuity study show in the monthly audience reach 

comparison, that major commercial radio stations such as Nova 969, Smooth FM 

95.3 KIIS 106.5 all have a reach of over one million people45, each over 29% of the 

listening population. Looking at the opposite end of the spectrum shows 

comparatively weaker but still strong numbers with Muslim Community Radio having 

an audience reach of 282,000 people which is 7% of listeners. Overall this 

represents a very competitive market that 100.3 2MCR FM is a part of. 

The CBAA has recently started the hashtag, which is a way to get statements 

trending online, “#KEEPCOMMUNITYRADIOALIVE”46 it is the slogan used to try and 

raise signatures for the introduction of a federal budget that is alarming to community 

radio stations such as 100.3 2MCR FM. This budget can include losses of up to $1.4 

million per annum, from what is an objectively already low level of funding. Jon 

45 McNair Ingenuity Research 2016, The National Listener Survey July 2016, P.3. 
46 Henry, H 2016, CBAA, Keep Community Radio Alive, Last Edited 04/05/2016, < 
https://www.cbaa.org.au/article/keep-community-your-radio-campaign-launches-response-federal-budget-
funding-shortfall>, Viewed 21/08/2016. 
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Bisset the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the CBAA has even stated quite clearly 

the detrimental effect this could have in the community broadcasting sector. 

“This is particularly concerning given the planned reforms to media ownership, 

which are likely to result in a less diverse media landscape and less 

opportunities for community voices to be heard.” 

“Without community radio, the opportunities to share local stories and news 

and hear local voices will be incredibly limited, and so too will be the chance 

to build engaged, resilient and vibrant communities through fair and 

meaningful access to broadcast media.”47 

This does raise concerns for the future of the community broadcasting industry, as 

even with the CBAA working closely with the government for six months a resolution 

could still not be reached. The introduction of the hashtag is being used to raise 

awareness and gain the support of individuals by having them sign a petition to get 

at least 30,000 signatures, the latest update from the CBAA has placed their 

signature count at 25,000 as of the 19/05/2016. These budget cuts of $1.4 million in 

funding prevents community radio stations such as 100.3 2MCR FM from entering 

into the digital radio standard of broadcasting, a standard that is only growing in 

listenership. 

According to the transcript reported by Tim Lamacraft on the ABC, “Of the 5 million 

Australians who listen to community radio each week, around a quarter of them are 

doing so digitally. That's up from around 10 per cent four years ago.”48 When looking 

at the total ratings of the DAB+ audience in 2015, they had a national listening 

47 Ibid 
48 Lamacraft, T 2016, ABC, Digital Community Radio Faces Uncertain Future, Last Edited 01/08/2016, 
<http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-08-01/digital-community-radio-faces-uncertain-future/7680350>, Viewed 
22/08/2016.  
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audience of 3,164,000 people49 Comparing this to the same survey conducted one 

year later shows the listener audience to have reached, 3,350,00050. This represent 

a huge potential for growth once if or when this standard becomes adopted by 

community radio stations such as 100.3 2MCR FM, especially with the total time 

spent listening in an average week rising from 10 hours and 15 minutes in 2015 to 

10 hours and 50 minutes in 2016. 

  

49 GFK 2015, DAB + Digital Radio Report – 1, 2015, 
<http://www.digitalradioplus.com.au/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=435ab494-357a-4e1c-b493-
94f80684a764>, Viewed 22/08/2016. 
50 Ibid 
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6.1 Who Are the Customers? 

Listener profiles of the current overall market of community radio shows that as of 

January 2015, the majority of listeners, 52% of the 991,000 total listeners work full 

time, suggesting that they listen during their morning and afternoon commute to and 

from work. There is also a greater amount of men listening then women, 56% 

compared to 44%. Age also plays a significant factor in terms of the average 

listeners of community radio, with only 16% listening between the ages of 15-24 

years, 41% between the ages of 25-39 years and those over 40 years accounting for 

42% of listeners51. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

51 McNair Ingenuity Research 2016, Community Radio National Listener Survey 2015 Wave #2 Sydney, Viewed 
22/08/2016, < https://www.cbaa.org.au/sites/default/files/media/McNair%20Fact%20Sheet%20-
%20Sydney%20-%202015%20-%20Wave%20%232.pdf>, P. 3. 
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6.2 Segmentation 

Profiling of the 104,000 listeners who tune into 100.3 2MCR FM in a given month 

demographically, shows that their listening audience is made up of a substantially 

greater proportion of Men, 71,000 or 69% then Women 32,000 or 31%. 

These numbers correlate with the Sydney population average with more men out of 

the 991,000 people listening to community radio in an average week found to be 

listening, with a ratio of 56% Men to 44% Women. Showing that 100.3 2MCR FM 

has a statically greater division between genders from the industry average in 

Sydney52. 

6.2.1 Age Groups 

Analysing age groups for 100.3 2MCR FM tends to show a wide range of results 

where, 15-24 year olds make up 33,000 or 31% of listeners, 25-39 year olds make 

up 46,000 or 44% of listeners, 40-54 year olds being comparatively lower than the 

rest at, 6,000 or 6% of listeners and 55+ representing 20,000 or 19% of listeners53. 

The Sydney population average shows conflicting figures with 15-24 year olds 

making up only 16% of the total weekly listeners, 25-39 year olds seems to correlate 

more with 100.3 2MCR FM making up 41% of total week listeners in Sydney. With 

26% of community radio’s total weekly listeners in Sydney being made up of 40-54 

year olds, shows another difference in population profile from the comparatively 

52 Ibid 
53 McNair Ingenuity Research 2016, The National Listener Survey July 2016, P.4. 
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lower 6% making up 100.3 2MCR FM’s listeners. This leaves 16% of listeners of 

community in radio in Sydney to be 55+ years54. 

6.2.2 Occupation 

Occupationally, the majority of 100.3 2MCR FM listeners work in the technical, 

skilled, semi-skilled or manual industry, making up 32,000 or 31% of their listeners in 

any given month. This is followed by professional, business manager or executive 

type listeners at, 26,000 or 25%, bus, owner, sales, clerical and self-employed 

workers make up 22,000 or 21% of their listeners, with those of font work full or part 

time still making up a significant proportion, at 24,000 or 23% of listeners55. 

Comparing these to the Sydney population numbers shows that, 11% of listeners are 

technical, skilled, semi-skilled or manual workers, 25% are business owners, self-

employed, sales or clerical workers, 32% are not working and 33% work as a 

professional, business manager or executive56. 

6.2.3, Education 

The majority of 100.3 2MCR FM listeners have their highest level of education being 

Primary, Secondary or High school making up 49,000 or 47% of their listeners. This 

is followed by those with at least Some tertiary/TAFE education making up 30,000 or 

29% of listeners and finally those with a University (Bachelor or higher degree) 

making up 25,000 or 24% of their listeners57. 

54 McNair Ingenuity Research 2016, Community Radio National Listener Survey 2015 Wave #2 Sydney, Viewed 
22/08/2016, < https://www.cbaa.org.au/sites/default/files/media/McNair%20Fact%20Sheet%20-
%20Sydney%20-%202015%20-%20Wave%20%232.pdf>, P. 3. 
55 McNair Ingenuity Research 2016, The National Listener Survey July 2016, P. 4. 
56 McNair Ingenuity Research 2016, Community Radio National Listener Survey 2015 Wave #2 Sydney, Viewed 
22/08/2016, < https://www.cbaa.org.au/sites/default/files/media/McNair%20Fact%20Sheet%20-
%20Sydney%20-%202015%20-%20Wave%20%232.pdf>, P. 4. 
57 McNair Ingenuity Research 2016, The National Listener Survey July 2016, P. 5. 
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While a University (Bachelor or higher degree) statically represents as the lowest 

amount of listeners for 100.3 2MCR FM, the Sydney population average for 

community radio sits at 48% of listeners having a University education. 30% of 

community radio listeners have at least some tertiary/TAFE education, with 22% 

achieving their highest level of education to be Primary, Secondary or High-School58. 

6.2.4 Income 

100.3 2MCR FM listeners have a gross annual income between $60,000-$99,999 

making up 35,000 or 34%, making these earning a majority. This is followed by those 

with an income between $20,000-$39,999 making up 23,000 or 22% of listeners. 

Listeners with earnings between $40,000-$59,999 make up 21,000 or 20% of their 

listeners. This leaves those who earn under $20,000 making up 18,000 or 17% of 

listeners, whereas on the opposite end of the spectrum those who earn the highest 

amount of gross annual income at over $100,000 make up the lowest proportion 

listeners at 7,000 or 7% in total59. 

Income for the Sydney population of community radio listeners, shows that those 

who earn under $20,000 make up 15% of listeners, somewhat correlating with 100.3 

2MCR FM’s results. $20,000-$40,000 represents 14% of listeners, $40,000-$60,000 

make up only 8% of listeners, with those who earn between $60,000-$100,00 

making up 30% of listeners and those who earn over $100,000 make up a 

statistically significant amount of listeners at 32% compared to only 7% for 100.3 

2MCR FM. 

58 McNair Ingenuity Research 2016, Community Radio National Listener Survey 2015 Wave #2 Sydney, Viewed 
22/08/2016, < https://www.cbaa.org.au/sites/default/files/media/McNair%20Fact%20Sheet%20-
%20Sydney%20-%202015%20-%20Wave%20%232.pdf>, P. 4. 
59 McNair Ingenuity Research 2016, The National Listener Survey July 2016, P. 5. 
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6.2.5 Geographic 

Geographically, it is clear that the majority of their listeners come from two major 

sectors. 49,000 or 48% of listeners tune in from the Inner south West and 

Sutherland, with 52,000 or 50% tuning in from the South West and Outer South 

West. A minority of 2,000 or 2% of listeners coming from Baulkham Hills, 

Hawksbury, Outer West and Blu Mtn60. These geographic results which lack any 

listeners from the City, East, Inner West, as well as Parramatta and Blacktown 

regions, can be partially related to the technical equipment currently used by 100.3 

2MCR FM with strict cut off points of the signal reach their radio equipment is able to 

handle61. These results can also be related back to the kind of local community 

content 100.3 2MCR FM is putting to air, making it more relatable for local listeners 

and less compelling for listeners to tune in for those in the Eastern suburbs. 

6.2.6 Behaviour 

Looking at listener’s behaviour towards community radio stations such as 100.3 

2MCR FM shows that there are a variety of reasons people choose to tune in. 

according to a research study conducted by McNair Ingenuity on community radio 

listeners with a reach of 991,000 people in an average week, the major deciding 

factor for 473,000 or 48% of people listening to community radio is for, local 

information / local news. This is followed distantly by 303,000 or 31% of listeners 

placing, specialist music as a reason for listening to community radio. Listeners 

tuning in for an independent voice that is not owned by big business or the 

government was listed as a reason for up to 196,000 or 20% of listeners. Programs 

60 McNair Ingenuity Research 2016, The National Listener Survey July 2016, P. 6. 
61 McNair Ingenuity Research 2016, Community Radio National Listener Survey 2015 Wave #2 Sydney, Viewed 
22/08/2016, < https://www.cbaa.org.au/sites/default/files/media/McNair%20Fact%20Sheet%20-
%20Sydney%20-%202015%20-%20Wave%20%232.pdf>, P. 3. 
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in languages other than English was on the other end of the spectrum with the least 

amount of people at 104,000 or 10% listing it as their reason for listening to 

community radio (excluding the category of, “other”)62.  

An interesting statistic from the McNair Ingenuity results, is the large amount of 

listeners who have listened to any streamed or on-line radio program on the internet, 

with over 71% or 787,000 people stating they have. The results also show that 

442,000 or 45% of listeners have downloaded a podcast from the internet to listen to 

at a later time, suggesting some form of loyalty for listeners to try and tune into their 

favourite programming if the live stream was inconvenient at the time63. This online 

digital landscape is a sector 100.3 2MCR FM hasn’t really tapped into, apart from 

live streaming their station through the TuneIn radio app and online. 

6.2.7 Psychographic 

Psychographic variables show that 297,000 or 30% of those who do listen to 

community radio in Australia generally do find it very valuable, with the large majority 

of listeners at 576,000 or 58% finding community radio to be quite valuable to 

Australian Communities. This leaves a minor but still significant amount of listeners 

finding that community radio is not very valuable to Australian Communities with 

88,000 or 9% of listeners and not at all valuable with 30,000 or 3% of listeners64. 

  

62 Ibid 
63 Ibid 
64 McNair Ingenuity Research 2016, Community Radio National Listener Survey 2015 Wave #2 Sydney, Viewed 
22/08/2016, < https://www.cbaa.org.au/sites/default/files/media/McNair%20Fact%20Sheet%20-
%20Sydney%20-%202015%20-%20Wave%20%232.pdf>, P. 4. 
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7.1 External Analysis: Threats 

100.3 2MCR FM has many external threats that can impact the station at any time. 

One of the main threats that 100.3 2MCR FM has, is that they are operating in 

Campbelltown RSL. Whilst there are advantages to this, the fact that 100.3 2MCR 

FM doesn’t have its own location opens them up to eviction at any time if the RSL 

decides they need the space for additional activities. Losing this location will have an 

enormous impact on multiple facets for the station, as not only will they have lost 

their current location that is being leased to them for free, but they have to spend 

money and time moving the business in order to find a new location to operate. This 

unstable environment keeps the station on high alert at all times as it is an external 

threat for the business, which if preparations are not in plan beforehand can be 

catastrophic down the line 

Another threat that is brought towards the station is the changes in government and 

the budget. This year the Federal Budget cut $1.4 million p.a. of funding that was 

given towards community radio stations over 5 cities65. This external threat impacts 

100.3 2MCR FM as Sydney was one of the cities that the funding for community 

radio was cut by the government66. Along with this government budget, the economy 

also has many implications on the radio station. If there ever were an economic 

downturn, the 100.3 2MCR FM volunteers wouldn’t be able to dedicate as much 

time, as they would need to work at their full-time jobs to help support themselves 

and their families. With an economic downturn, sponsorships would decrease, as 

would the amount of members joining the station as spending habits of their listeners 

would change as a result. This year’s Government Budget and the risk of having an 

65 100.3FM 2MCR 2016, <http://www.2mcr.org.au/>, Viewed August 14th 2016. 
66 Music Australia 2016, <https://musicaustralia.org.au/2016/05/budget-2016-funding-cuts-threaten-
community-radio-in-5-cities/>, Viewed August 16th 2016. 
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economic downturn threatens the station as they do not have control over the 

external environment, therefor this shows how important community donations and 

business sponsorships are for the station’s survival.  

Whilst there might not be any direct competitors to 100.3 2MCR FM, one of the most 

significant external forms of competition for the station are people’s listening habits. 

Today’s listeners enjoy music in the car/house in many ways, such as using the 

radio, CD, phone/iPod and online streaming. These forms of media pose the largest 

threat for 100.3 2MCR FM as they can very easily distract that listener from the 

station. This is such a large risk as everyone either owns a CD player or music 

player, giving listeners much more control since at any given time they can change 

the channel, causing distractions for a potential 100.3 2MCR FM listener.  

Another threat 100.3 2MCR FM is faced with, is the intensity of competition to attract 

companies’ advertisements on the station. As one of 100.3 2MCR FM ‘s most 

valuable revenue raising methods, company advertisements significantly help the 

financial state of the business. It is hard attracting a business that wants to promote 

their company on the station, as the target market may not be suitable for the 

business, along with the regulations limiting the amount of advertisements allowed 

per hour on community radios stations. This automatically limits what businesses 

can advertise on the station as 100.3 2MCR FM’s aims for a target market that is 

between 40-80 years old67. This is a threat for the business as not only is there 

competition to gain advertisements but the types of advertisements are limited due to 

100.3 2MCR FM’s very wide age gap in their selected target market. 

67 100.3FM 2MCR 2016, <http://2mcr.org.au/updates-doco/update%20february%202015.pdf>, Viewed 
22/08/2016. 
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7.2 External Analysis: Opportunities 

Whilst there are many threats that are placed towards 100.3 2MCR FM, there are 

also many opportunities that the station has. 91.3 FM is a radio station located in the 

Campbelltown region, the same location as 100.3 2MCR FM68. 100.3 2MCR FM 

doesn’t view 91.3 FM as a direct competitor due to being categorised as a 

commercial radio station and 100.3 2MCR FM is a community station. This is an 

opportunity for 100.3 2MCR FM as they are the leader/pioneer of the community 

radio segment within the Campbelltown region, which draws them away from any 

competition.  

100.3 2MCR FM is still in need of funding, although they do have the support of a 

few companies who donate a significant amount of the stations earnings69. 100.3 

2MCR FM’s current sponsors are Cabravale Diggers, Law Partners, Fitzpatrick & 

Associations, Antill Park Country Golf Club, Hayters Timber & Paving, Camden GTI, 

McGrath’s Hill Auctions, Spar, Wollondilly Shire Council, Western Union, Millennium 

Carpentry, Liverpool Smash Repairs, Campbelltown City Council, John R Bell 

Construction and John Puglisi Property Services70. The companies who donate to 

the station on a regular basis help to keep the station running. Some of the 

companies have provided support to the station for many years, helping to create a 

strong business-to-business relationship. 

After conducting some primary research, 100.3 2MCR FM also streams their live 

radio signal online, on the site “Tunein Radio”71. This opportunity of online 

broadcasting, allows listeners to access the radio station all over Australia with ease. 

68 C91.3FM 2016, <http://c913.com.au/contact>, Viewed 16/08/2016. 
69 100.3FM 2MCR 2016, <http://2mcr.org.au/sponsors.htm>, Viewed 14/08/2016 
70 Ibid 
71 Tunein Radio 2016, <http://tunein.com/radio/2MCR-1003-s8118/>, Viewed 17/08/2016. 
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The online audience via the Internet helps to increase the amount of listeners as well 

as generate exposure for the community through the use of local advertisements.   

100.3 2MCR FM broadcasts their station to locations outside of the Campbelltown 

region being; The Blue Mountains, Southern High lands and the Sydney Region72. 

This allows them to reach listeners all around Sydney, which ultimately increases 

their exposure to a larger audience. This large exposure also poses advantages for 

local businesses as they can communicate their message to an audience outside the 

Campbelltown region. This advantage for local businesses is a unique selling 

proposition for 100.3 2MCR FM as they can use this as the basis to attract 

businesses to advertise using their station as an effective media channel.   

According to the CBBA73, from recent studies it shows that there has been an 

increase of academic listeners in the community radio sector. This opens up 

potential opportunities for the station as they could develop a program that appeals 

to the academic market. Along with this academic growth, listeners tend to feel a 

sense of connection with the community station and its presenters74. These are 

opportunities that the station should take advantage of as they will help generate 

more listeners as well as attract new markets/programs for the station. 

  

72 100.3FM 2MCR 2016, <http://2mcr.org.au/sponsors.htm>, Viewed 14/08/2016. 
73 CBBA 2016, <https://www.cbaa.org.au/sites/default/files/Community-Media-Matters-Exec-Sum-and-Chapt-
1.pdf>, Viewed 22/08/2016. 
74 Ibid 
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7.3 Internal Analysis: Weaknesses 

One direct weakness that 100.3 2MCR FM has is that they do not have a precise 

mission statement. The effect of not having a mission statement makes it harder for 

the station to work as a team towards a common goal, as the goal is not clearly 

defined. This is portrayed to be a weakness as it is very hard to tell just from 

researching where the station wants to see themselves in the future. Having a 

mission statement helps to guide all the members and volunteers of the station in the 

same direction, ultimately helping to achieve a common goal75. If 100.3 2MCR FM 

has a defined mission statement it could have helped the station to plan for the 

future and market themselves in a more direct approach, as a clearly defined 

mission statement would help to express the station’s strengths within the industry.   

A distinct weakness that 100.3 2MCR FM faces is that they are lacking a lot of 

capital. This is a result from the cut in this year’s 2016 Government budget and the 

fact that the station is entirely run by volunteers as well as being a non-profit 

organisation. Even though the station receives donations and raises funds through 

local advertising, it still lacks capital which acts as a weakness. Insufficient funds 

have led to numerous issues such as having outdated technology, lack of formal 

uniforms and a permanent location to operate the station at. Having this lack of funds 

also limits the station to what they can actually do to advertise themselves. Without 

this essential advertising, the station will not be receiving a beneficial amount of 

exposure to help increase the amount of listeners and the target market.  

Another internal weakness 100.3 2MCR FM has is that the staff turnover rate is 

extremely high. This is a result from the station being completely run by volunteers 

75 Adam, S, Armstrong, G, Denzie, S, Kotler, P 2012, Principles of marketing, 5th edn, Pearson, New South 
Wales, Australia. 
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who can leave the station at any time due to other commitments. The unstable 

environment makes it hard for the station to make dramatic progress due to having 

to worry about staff members. Being a community radio station and having to 

support itself creates these weaknesses, challenging the station to overcome this by 

increasing staff morale to help out and stay motivated.  

Upon further research, it is revealed that the listeners have a low awareness level of 

100.3 2MCR FM’s social media activity. Social media is a key method of promotion 

these days and not utilising this media to its full potential is putting the station at an 

unnecessary disadvantage. 100.3 2MCR FM regularly posts on Facebook but does 

not have many people who interact with the page. At the present time, the station 

has only 1129 people who follow them on Facebook76. This is a weakness as social 

media is such an important tool for creating brand awareness, especially for the 

younger generation, and is used by many businesses to effectively and efficiently 

reach their target market. Facebook can be used to help 100.3 2MCR FM reach their 

desired younger market. 

  

76 100.3FM 2MCR, Facebook, 19th August, <https://www.facebook.com/soundsofmacarthur/?fref=ts>, Viewed 
21/08/2016. 
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7.4 Internal Analysis: Strengths 

One of 100.3 2MCR FM ‘s strengths is that they have a very strong and loyal 

audience. They are very involved with the community, especially as it means giving 

back as they believe this is what creates such a loyal audience77. As a result of this 

strong bond, this enables 100.3 2MCR FM to become community orientated, 

completing their goal of gaining as many listeners as they can within the 

Campbelltown region78. Being a non-profit organisation, 100.3 2MCR FM ‘s audience 

is crucial as that is how they measure their success. The station has member 

programs that encourage people to support the station and have a say into how the 

station is run79. Some of the members have been around since it began, which is 

only just one example of some of the dedicated, loyal listeners/members that the 

station has80. This is a strength for 100.3 2MCR FM as support from the local 

community helps to run station and in return 100.3 2MCR FM gives back by 

providing dedication on their behalf to continue providing entertainment for the 

people of Macarthur. 

Another advantage that 100.3 2MCR FM has is that they wish to expand their target 

market to ages 18 plus. This will allow them to attract more listeners, helping to 

increase the station’s brand awareness level across different demographics. The 

station still wants to maintain their current target market, being listeners 40 years and 

older, but also appealing to a younger audience at the same time.  

Whilst having the station located within Campbelltown RSL may be a threat, it also 

acts as a strength, by being able to generate exposure and affiliation with such a 

77 100.3FM 2MCR 2016, <http://www.2mcr.org.au/>, Viewed 14/08/2016. 
78 Ibid 
79 100.3FM 2MCR, <http://2mcr.org.au/get-involved.htm>, Viewed 21/08/2016. 
80 Ibid 
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large, well-respected club in the Campbelltown region. The station is positioned in 

the foyer of the club, so when guests arrive, a point of contact is created as the 

guests are exposed to the station immediately. Another strength of operating inside 

the club is that station is operating rent-free. This is a good method of cutting costs 

while still gaining exposure at the same time.  

Another strength that 100.3 2MCR FM possesses is that their programs are very 

diverse. They cater to niche markets of listeners who enjoy listening to programs 

spoken in different languages such as Filipino, Tongan, Spanish, Chinese, 

Cambodian, and Samoan81. As a result of their multiculturalist segments, 100.3 

2MCR FM have been able to generate a larger volume of international listeners as 

this appeals to individuals who speak one of the following languages.  Programs 

spoken in these languages helps to instill a sense of community with those niche 

listeners, which is why it proves to be a crucial element of the station’s success.  

A strength that 100.3 2MCR FM has is that their listeners are able to access the 

radio station with ease, whether it be on their smart phones, in their homes or in the 

car travelling. This is a great advantage for the station as they can effective reach 

their target market on the go.  

The station has been in operation since 1989, allowing the station to have gathered 

a reputation for itself, being its continuous motivation to give back to the community 

in whatever way possible82. The station broadcasts 24/7 to its listeners with its most 

popular shows being in the morning and the afternoon as this is when the station 

receives the most traffic. 

81 100.3FM 2MCR 2016, <http://2mcr.org.au/Weekday%20programs.htm>, Viewed 22/08/2016 
82 100.3FM 2MCR 2016., viewed August 14th 2016, <http://www.2mcr.org.au/>. 
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8.1 Premises & Location, Staffing & Volunteers 

The premises from which 100.3 2MCR FM operates is within the local RSL. Where 

they are currently not required to pay any rent nor do they have a formal contract. 

Essentially, this means that they could be required to move locations at any given 

moment as stated by 100.3 2MCR FM themselves. 

The fact that they are operating out of the RSL free of charge is an asset and also a 

liability. Being located in the RSL provides free advertising, they are located in a high 

pedestrian traffic area, an area also occupied by a number of their current 

demographic. This creates awareness and resonance more than a typical studio 

because people can see the studio in a neutral location, where previously they may 

not have. Also the fact that no rent is being paid is a positive because it lowers the 

overheads and operating costs of 100.3 2MCR FM. 

The two positives above can quickly become liabilities. The fact that 100.3 2MCR FM 

are not paying rent and are using facilities given to them as a gesture of goodwill to 

the community means that in unfavourable circumstances they may have to vacate 

and relocate premises, more than likely to a costly location. This uncertainty can 

hamper plans for the future as any plans with the location in mind may be subject to 

immediate and abrupt change. Also moving of location would also remove the 

“advertising” benefits of being located in a high foot traffic area.  

The fact that this organisation is ultimately volunteer based means that it is a key 

issue that needs to be taken into consideration when preparing any plans for the 

future. High staff turnover is consistently identified as a key workforce challenge for 
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the community services sector83 in the case of 100.3 2MCR FM this is also true. Any 

plans that are made for the short term or long term future of the organisation need to 

consider the above statement.  

Apart from loss of continuity and expertise, staff turnover can be a major drain to 

resources, time and service delivery84. Any goals that were created by current staff 

may not be shared by newer counterparts, especially in managerial roles. After our 

first meeting with the client they suggested a 5-year plan, this was amended to a 2-

year plan upon speaking to the coordinator. The shorter 2-year plan would prove to 

make a greater impact as any forecasts for long term future may change as the 

working environment is in constant flux. Also the setting of goals that are 

transferrable may be a good idea, as continuity should volunteer change can be 

maximised.   

Volunteers are the core of community broadcasting, working collectively to aid in 

each aspect of operating85 The volunteer trend quite steady being in and around 

20,000 volunteers86, fluctuating by 1000 or so volunteer’s year on year. This equates 

to around 74 volunteers per station87.   

People have increasing time constraints and volunteering competes with regular 

work and other responsibilities88. More and more volunteers want roles that are 

83  Briggs C, Meagher, G & Healy K, 2007. Becoming an industry: The struggle of social and community workers 
for award coverage, 1976-2001. Journal of Industrial relations, 49(4): 497-521. 
84 Australian Council of Social Service 2012, Australian community sector survey, Australia, Paper 173, Viewed 
20th August 2015.  
85 Community Broadcasting Association of Australia 2013, Community broadcasting station census: survey of 
the community radio sector, 1246R, viewed 23rd August 2016. 
86 Appendix 5 
87 Appendix 3 
88 Volunteering Australia 2015, Key facts and statistics about volunteering in Australia, viewed 23rd August 
2016. 
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flexible, or require shorter term commitments89.  This is an issue that does face the 

client as the station is entirely volunteer based. As stated earlier, knowing that the 

station is volunteer based will have to be considered in any future planning. 

  

89 Ibid 
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8.2 Sponsorship, Subscriptions & Memberships 

Sponsorships can be defined as paid announcements that broadcasts a business 

name and/or service90. A sponsorship announcement is tagged and describes a 

business, but cannot persuade a listener to spend their money there91. Ideally it 

should perceive/provide a real benefit to the community and be of a genuine interest 

to the listener92. 

Sponsorship is an integral part of most organisations, this is especially true for non-

for-profit organisations. The previous statement is compounded in the case of 

community radio as statistics show sponsorship equates for almost half of all funding 

(48%)93.  

There are differences that distinguish sponsorships to advertising, these differences 

are crucial in distinguishing commercial broadcasts to community radio broadcasts94. 

Sponsorships in community radio are bound by ‘Community Radio Broadcasting 

Codes of Practice’95.  These explicit rules that are community radio is bound by 

provides a lot of the differences of commercial radio when compared to community 

radio. Appendix 7 shows the ‘Sponsorship’ section of the codes of practice. Code 

6.1a96 outlines that advertising in the community radio scope is bound to 5 minutes 

per hour. Code 6.2 & 6.397 respectfully, state that sponsorships will not be a factor in 

90 El-Ghul, S 2004, 'A Future for Community Radio in Australia: Funding, licensing and legislative issues', 
Creative Industries Research and Applications Centre Queensland University of Technology.  
91 Ibid 
92 Ibid  
93 Community Broadcasting Association of Australia 2013, Community broadcasting station census: survey of 
the community radio sector, 1246R, viewed 23rd August 2016. 
94 El-Ghul, S 2004, 'A Future for Community Radio in Australia: Funding, licensing and legislative issues', 
Creative Industries Research and Applications Centre Queensland University of Technology.  
95 Appendix 7 
96 Ibid 
97 Ibid 
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who can access the programming and that editorial decisions, style and content will 

not be affected by sponsorship.  

These rules and regulations relating to sponsorship is one of, if not the most 

important issue facing the client. As mentioned previously, sponsorships equated for 

almost half of the running costs for community radio stations. This is why 

sponsorship was highlighted at the client meetings as one of the main areas that 

need addressed by Rodney Simpson (President of 100.3 2MCR FM).  

Subscription to a radio station involves listeners paying an annual membership fee in 

support of the station98. For a community radio stations with a loyal listening base, 

subscriptions can be a substantial source of funding99. The subscription model has 

many benefits. When listeners actively participate and invest in the station, this leads 

to ensuring continuity100. According to the subscription rates from CBAA’s most 

recent census101 had subscription rates of 111,971 (2009-10) brought in revenue of 

4.3 million dollars. These figures show the amount of funds that are used in the 

running of radio stations such as 100.3 2MCR FM. Without said subscriptions the 

stations would struggle to operate optimally. 

This is why subscriptions is a vital issue for 100.3 2MCR FM. Focus and attention 

need to be paid to retaining current subscribers and also in attracting new ones. This 

will allow the station to better serve the community, which is their goal. Memberships 

also allow loyal and regular listeners more of a vested interest in the station. 

98 El-Ghul, S 2004, 'A Future for Community Radio in Australia: Funding, licensing and legislative issues', 
Creative Industries Research and Applications Centre Queensland University of Technology.  
99 Ibid  
100 Ibid 
101 Appendix 7 
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According to 100.3 2MCR FM, membership allows members to actively participate in 

the radio’s culture.  
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8.3 Regulations On Advertising for Radio 

Overall research has shown that the regulations placed on the community 

broadcasting industry seem to be acting more as restrictions for growth. The 

restrictions state; ‘Community radio and TV stations are not allowed to broadcast 

advertisements. They may broadcast sponsorship announcements, within hourly 

limits (five minutes for radio stations and seven minutes for TV stations)’102. This is 

because Community broadcasting licensees are subject to particular license 

conditions which prevent the overuse of advertisements. For 100.3 2MCR FM 

advertisements are a key asset when trying to raise funding for the station 

This definitely effects the way to advertisers view the way community radio stations 

act, which is as an intermediary to connect with a more localised audience. Which for 

100.3 2MCR FM is one of the main ways that the radio station stays afloat. Since 

this limits are imposed on community broadcasters, other venues and channels of 

advertising will need to be sought, outside of using the actual radio airtime.  

100.3 2MCR FM likes to support the community through the use of sponsorship 

announcements being made, an option to gain more sponsors can be a great 

avenue to explore since 100.3 2MCR FM doesn’t seem to be capitalising on this 

opportunity when looking at their latest financial report. This is because sponsorship 

is seen to be an important source of income, according to, ‘People: broadcasting 

community media in Australia’ a study conducted in 2010, sponsorship for 

community radio accounted for $4 for every $10 of income103. Leading to an 

102 ACMA 2016, Industry ACMA, Advertising on radio & TV, Last Edited 05/07/2016, 
<http://www.acma.gov.au/theACMA/About/Corporate/Responsibilities/advertising-on-radio-and-tv>. 
103 Jolly, D 2014, Parliament of Australia, Media of the people: broadcasting community media in Australia, Last 
Edited, 02/04/2014, 
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understanding of the guidelines as per BSA for advertisement towards sponsorship 

agreements is important to avoid penalties such as a suspension of license etc. Also 

prioritising when to air sponsorship announcements will benefit in terms of who the 

station is targeting at a specific timeslot. 

Another regulation is having community radio follow its codes of practice under 

Section 123 of the BSA. This ensures that all guiding principles for the radio are 

satisfied. These guiding principles include; 

• promote harmony and diversity and contribute to an inclusive, cohesive and 

culturally-diverse Australian community  

• pursue the principles of democracy, access and equity, especially for people 

and issues not adequately represented in other media  

• enhance the diversity of programming choices available to the public and 

present programs that expand the variety of viewpoints broadcast in Australia  

• demonstrate independence in programming, as well as in editorial and 

management decisions  

• support and develop local arts and music and  

• increase community involvement in broadcasting104 

The aim is to keep it a community based radio station, involving the different cultures 

and diversities within the community, while also building stronger connections with 

<http://www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/Parliamentary_Departments/Parliamentary_Library/pubs/rp/rp1
314/Media#_Toc383766826>. 
104 Jolly, D 2014, Parliament of Australia, Media of the people: broadcasting community media in Australia, Last 
Edited, 02/04/2014, 
<http://www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/Parliamentary_Departments/Parliamentary_Library/pubs/rp/rp1
314/Media#_Toc383766826>. 
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the community. This way, 100.3 2MCR FM won’t have any issues with the local 

community when making the important decisions in terms of marketing the station. 
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8.4 Funding for The Station & Target Audience 

Funding can play an especially large role as a big contributor to running the 100.3 

2MCR FM, as it contributed as much as 3.9% of income in 2010105 but there are also 

other factors involved. This includes the funding provided by the government, which 

has been decreasing in previous years and is continuing to do so. The government 

decreased funding by $1.4 million for community based media within the 5 major 

capitals in Australia106. 

The CBAA estimates that government funding accounts for 7-10% of the sectors 

total operating revenue. Referring to appendix 8, in 2010107, Sponsorship accounted 

for 39.9%. According to the CBAA, sponsorship makes up 46% of the sector’s 

income and sponsorships equates to around 20% (CBAA 2016). This dictates that 

this is higher in 2016, therefore it a significant amount of importance should be 

placed on sponsorships for funding.  

The data also suggests that the majority of operating costs are self-funded. This 

means that the station has to work hard to attain and retain current and potential 

sponsorships from local businesses in the community. Being self-sufficient is a 

critical issue to any community based venture. Thus it is a critical issue 100.3 2MCR 

FM. This includes all running costs, from equipment, to radio costs etc. that the radio 

station relies on.  

105Jolly, D 2014, Parliament of Australia, Media of the people: broadcasting community media in Australia, Last 
Edited, 02/04/2014, 
<http://www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/Parliamentary_Departments/Parliamentary_Library/pubs/rp/rp1
314/Media#_Toc383766826>. 
106 Henry, H 2016, CBAA, Keep Community Radio Alive, Last Edited 04/05/2016, < 
https://www.cbaa.org.au/article/keep-community-your-radio-campaign-launches-response-federal-budget-
funding-shortfall>. 
107 Jolly R, 2014, Media of the people; broadcasting community media in Australia, Regulation, Government of Australia, 
viewed 20 August 2016. 
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According to Rodney from 100.3 2MCR FM, at the moment the main audience is 40-

80 year olds. Viewing your target audience in such a large subset can result in not 

knowing who your station is targeting. One aim would be to engage with survey 

results and target specific segments that require growth or raising greater awareness 

among the younger age groups, as this could lead to more memberships, 

sponsorships and in turn more funding for 100.3 2 MCR FM for them to continue 

giving back to the community, which is a main objective the station wishes to 

continue to achieve as they believe this makes them unique. Focusing on the 

goodwill of the station provides a good reputation.  

With 14% of radio listeners tuning in regularly to community radio, which is a low 

number in regards to the 54% tuning into commercial radio already108. It is therefore 

important for 100.3 2MCR FM to focus on developing strong links within their target 

audience for maximum exposure and awareness. 

Rodney from 100.3 2MCR FM has mentioned that breakfast is the most popular air 

time for the station correlating with survey results discussed earlier in the report, this 

is where the audience in mind for Rodney is the older generation with the music that 

they play, an issue in terms of who may actually be listening according to studies 

conducted by McNair Ingenuity. Rodney has advised that weekends are where they 

cater to all kinds of demographics, cultures and age groups. According to statistics 

from McNair Ingenuity Research109, 16% of weekly listeners are aged between 15-

24 years old. 41% between 25-39 year olds. These are the target that 100.3 2MCR 

FM should aim to appeal towards.  

108 ACMA 2010, Community Attitudes to Radio Content, Viewed 11/08/2016, 
<http://www.acma.gov.au/webwr/_assets/main/lib311390/community_attitudes_to_radio_content.doc >, P. 
1. 
109  McNair Ingenuity Research 2016, Community Radio National Listener Survey 2015 Wave #2, P. 2. 
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Looking further into the Macarthur/Campbelltown region, it is estimated that the 

median age of the region is 35 year olds according to the 2011 Census report110. 

The age bracket of 25-39 are the highest age group of all age groups in terms of 

listening to community radio. This represents that the current audience of 40-80 year 

olds is not the strongest and most appealing market with the most potential to help 

the station in terms of funding and gaining new listeners. 100.3 2MCR FM should 

look into diversifying what goes to air in terms of talk-balk segments and music. 

Focusing more on these age brackets, and airing sponsorships that suit the actual 

listening audience will benefit both the station and the sponsors. Sport as well as 

local news/information for these targets should be prioritized as it is the main reason 

people listen to community radio according to McNair Ingenuity research results 

discussed earlier, with music as second preference.  

In terms of demographics, even though the majority were born in Australia (67%), 

there is a mixture of different cultures which means different languages. These 

different cultures include; Indian (1.4%), Chinese (0.7%), Lebanon (0.5%), Chile 

(0.5%) meaning that there are different languages throughout the region such as 

Arabic (3.4%), Spanish (1.3%). Because the station prides themselves on their 

culturalism, 100.3 2MCR FM should appeal more to them in order to maximize their 

potential, this can be achieved through their website which currently doesn’t show 

much in terms of diversity and culturalism. 

  

110 QPZM 2016, Campbelltown Demographics (NSW) Local Stats, 
<http://campbelltown.localstats.com.au/demographics/nsw/sydney/macarthur-camden/campbelltown>. 
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8.5 Broadcasts & Podcasts 

As advised by 100.3 2MCR FM, currently, the station only reaches a specific area till 

their radio transmission signal weakens and cuts out. The community radio station 

wishes to be more up to date in terms of the use of technology and move more 

towards the online space such as the use of podcasts and the DAB+ standard. Their 

use of online streaming already makes them more flexible in terms of reaching 

different audiences. This will help with maximizing and engaging with their audience. 

An example would be Anzac day 2015, the station estimated that this was their 

highest listeners, as they had broadcasted out further. This was definitely a success 

which gained 100.3 2MCR FM more exposure.  

With podcasting and DAB+, they are able to connect and engage more with the 

audience as they aren’t as restricted in terms of only airing what is live. They can 

also make available to the public, podcasts that are able to be released at their own 

pace. A key issue to this is money and the technical knowledge required, an 

important factor when it comes to wanting to venture into new avenues of digital 

radio today. Other factors that would need to be considered are the licenses 

regulations. Currently the ACMA has a license for Western Sydney to be able to use 

the relatively new digital radio standard. 
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Objectives 
 

Currently, from the outset 100.3 2MCR FM seems to be stuck in the technological 

past. With key pillars of successful stations in Australia leveraging the use of social 

media and digital broadcasting to appeal to a larger amount of listeners as discussed 

previously. The objective here is to implement the use of online streaming to a 

further degree then what is in place now. The use of podcasting through platforms 

such as iTunes and Soundcloud in tandem with on air and online announcements 

about these new accessible avenues will help achieve a new wave of listeners.  
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9.1 Awareness and Podcasting 

With little capital required to enter into podcasting the main barrier to entry here for 

100.3 2MCR FM is technical expertise, once overcome, the use of podcasting online 

and the uploading of key snippets from what goes to air onto 100.3 2MCR FM’s 

socials such as Facebook and Twitter can help attract new listeners and more 

discussion about the station, in turn helping to raise brand awareness levels through 

an affordable and achievable online medium. As it stands the survey conducted in 

the Campbelltown area and further out within their broadcasting reach shows that 

less than 4% of respondents have heard of the station 100.3 2MCR FM111. With the 

high penetration rate of those who tune into radio in a given week in Australia to be 

at 93%, suggests that there is room for growth where we can try and more than 

double awareness levels from less than 4% to 15% within the next 12 months, at 

least within the Campbelltown region. 

As stated earlier in section 4.5, p. 27 of this plan, with over 2.9 million Australians 

having listened to a podcast in the past 12 months and with 29% of these listeners 

subscribed to a podcast. This should be an important avenue of exploration for 100.3 

2MCR FM. This is because 100.3 2MCR FM listeners tend to tune in, to be kept up 

to date on current news and affairs which again, is a strong selling point for 

community radio and the use of podcasting can help the station get ahead of the 

curve before too many listeners find another online medium for their news segments 

as a replacement for community radio112 

 

111 Question 10 survey 
112 Telsyte Australia 2016, Podcasts In Australia, < http://www.madebyfairfax.com.au/wp-
content/uploads/2016/04/MDE_0185_16_Podcast-Infographic.jpg>, Viewed 12/08/2016. 
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9.2 Listener Favourability 

Survey results also showed a negatively skewed opinion of community radio with 

over 50% of respondents stating a negative opinion of 5 or less out of 10 in terms of 

favourability towards community radio stations in general113. In context it can be 

extrapolated that listener unawareness can be attributed to the negative opinions 

showed in the results, suggesting that what respondents didn’t know about they 

viewed negatively.  

To achieve a greater level of favourability and in turn satisfaction from less than 45% 

to at least over 65% in the next 12 months, focus should be placed on accentuating 

what a community radio station is and how it is a vital part of the broadcasting 

community, deals with local businesses such as stores and restaurants to play the 

station during opening hours, as well as leveraging the use of schools to be involved 

with the station can help get children and their parents, aware of the existence of 

community radio stations such as 100.3 2MCR FM and the positive impact they have 

from being a part of the community. 

Getting communities involved through local schooling or even higher educational 

institutions such as Universities can help achieve the objective of increasing 

favourability among potential listeners, as they come to learn and recognise just how 

much stations such 100.3 2MCR FM contribute locally. 

 

 

 

 

113 Question 8 Survey 
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9.3 Volunteers 

Another important objective to achieve within not only next 12 months, but a 

sustainable period of time, is an increase in the amount of volunteers. The survey 

conducted asking respondents whether they were open to the idea of volunteering at 

a community radio station shows that over 19% of respondents were unaware of the 

need or even the availability of volunteer positions to be available114.  

An aim in order to decrease this number from 19% and increase not only awareness 

levels but those who follow through and actually volunteer at the station, should be 

achieved through the leveraging of online media to focus on the availability and need 

for more people to help, while also specifying what jobs they would be doing, would 

only be beneficial to increasing awareness levels and help inform those who are 

unaware exactly what volunteering at a community radio station entails. 

The majority of respondents also stated that a lack of time was the main reason 

dissuading them from volunteering, making clear cut statements that a little can go a 

long way in terms of the time required to be put in and the rewarding nature of the 

job itself can help persuade potential volunteers to donate even only a few hours of 

their time in a given month, helping to increase overall volunteer numbers for 100.3 

2MCR FM. These changes will help achieving the important and pivotal requirement 

of increasing volunteer numbers at 100.3 2MCR FM. 

 

 

 

114 Question 13 Survey 
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9.4 Online Awareness and Accessibility 

With the increase in use of online forms of media consumption discussed earlier in 

the report, it is clear 100.3 2MCR FM needs to place a greater importance on 

developing its online and social foundation. Question 14 from the survey conducted, 

asks respondents which between two websites, one being 100.3 2MCR FM’s 

homepage and the other FBI’s homepage, they would find themselves spending 

more time browsing on. The results led to a staggering 94% preference being placed 

on FBI’s homepage115. Followed by question 15 from the survey, asking which site 

between the same to homepages respondents found more visually appealing. With a 

slightly lower but still majority of 94% preferring FBI over 100.3 2MCR FM116. This 

correlation shows that the visual appearance and structure an online site takes, 

needs to be appealing and modernised in order to attract and maintain people’s 

attention.  

Improving these will help achieve the objective of building an online social user base 

among 100.3 2MCR FM’s current listeners, where the numbers currently are very 

low. With the use of an enhanced online website for 100.3 2MCR the expansion of 

the stations social media accounts can also be increased in terms of traffic, helping 

drive people from their website towards their Facebook page, Twitter and more. 

 

 

115 Question 14 survey 
116 Question 15 survey 
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9.5 Promotions 

With the utilisation of off air promotions such as 100.3 2MCR’S online presence, in 

use with affordable branding merchandise such as bumper stickers and local store 

banners as well as branded coffee mugs on display that local businesses can 

choose to place in store, while they have the station playing in the background, can 

help achieve the objective of not only increasing awareness in an affordable manner, 

but also increasing listeners. This is because with the more people aware of the 

station the greater the chance they would choose to tune in. 

To entice listeners further, on air promotional prizes can also be used, while these 

may add up in terms of costs this can be counteracted through the use of quirky 

prizes given away on air instead, such as limited edition board games or even a 

“shout out” live on the air. This can change the perceived value of community radio 

stations being viewed as the lesser of two when compared to commercial radio, 

especially when looking at the survey results being skewed, showing that people not 

only more easily recognising commercial stations but end up preferring to tune into 

them over community radio due to unawareness117. 

  

117 Question 6 survey 
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10.1 Customer Analysis 

Community radio listeners in any given week is generally made up of 56% of men to 

44% of women. While these results are somewhat skewed to more men than 

women, those who tune into 100.3 2MCR FM show a much greater discrepancy.  

With the survey results depicting that over 69% of males tune into the station 

compared to 31% of women. This shows an alarming variance, which can be 

controlled as the statistics for the overall community market currently highlights the 

fact that there are women that are already listening to community radio stations. 

100.3 2MCR FM’S focus should be on their primary market, moving forward they 

should reduce the discrepancy between the amount of male and female listeners, 

although ensuring that they do not decrease their male listenership by a significant 

amount.  
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10.2 Who Is the Target Market 

As survey results have depicted 31% of 100.3 2MCR FM’S listeners are aged 

between 15-24 years old, whilst Sydney’s overall population of younger listeners for 

community radio are currently at 16%. This highlights the broad target market that is 

currently not being accessed in community radio which will be the main focus for the 

secondary markets. As this is an important segment where real growth can still be 

achieved.  
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10.3 Primary Market 

A significant number of people listening to 100.3 2MCR FM consists of individuals 

who live locally in the Macarthur region. These individuals make up who they should 

target as their primary market for not only repeat purchases/listeners but also in 

terms of raising brand awareness and listener levels. This can be segmented to 

target young families along with current and new residents of the community as the 

census shows that this is the majority of what makes up Macarthur, as 37,912 

families make up a significant amount of the 140,488 people118. As the aim of 

community radio stations is to provide local news and ensure the community 

members are well informed regarding any information or addressing any community 

issues, targeting young local families not only reinforces the stations values but 

helps grow its primary market listener base. 

The survey results present an accurate reading consisting of 51% of women and 

49% of male respondents. It is clearly evident within the results of Question two that 

a significant number of respondents dictated that they listen to community radio 

stations 0-24% off the time. This can be attuned to lack of brand awareness for not 

only 100.3 2MCR FM but also community radio stations in general. Supporting this, 

Question 10 within the survey clearly displays the lack of awareness as 91% of 

respondents acknowledged the fact that 100.3 2MCR FM is unknown to them. 

Following this within Question 11, respondents were aided with the brand awareness 

as it displayed the brands logo, which still left 95% of respondents regardless of the 

118 Australian Bureau of Statistics 2016, Census Data, 2011 Census Stats, Last Edited 05/08/2016 < 
http://www.censusdata.abs.gov.au/census_services/getproduct/census/2011/quickst
at/CED126?opendocument&navpos=220, Viewed 05/10/2016. 
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prompt, unable to recognise 100.3 2MCR FM. Consequently, encouraging 100.3 

2MCR FM to focus on broadening their potential female reach in the market through 

increasing brand recognition and creating brand resonance. 
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10.4 Secondary Market 

The focus of the secondary market is based on the younger generation, in particular 

younger individuals. This will be achieved through social media avenues which will 

allow them to tune in to 100.3 2MCR FM from the commercial radio stations they 

currently listen to. An opportunity to expand into this potential market presents itself 

through 100.3 2MCR FM’s current website, as shown in the survey results from 

Question 14, 94% of respondents admitted they would find themselves browsing 

longer on Site B rather than Site A (100.3 2MCR FM’s webpage) as it is distinctively 

less visually appealing. Modifying and adjusting their current site will encourage the 

tech savvy younger generation spark up an interest in community radio. 
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10.5 How Will 100.3 2MCR FM Be Positioned in The Current Market 

The positioning of 100.3 2MCR FM in terms of what goes to air focuses on ensuring 

the station is seen as a go to station for quick news that is localised for the 

community. As survey results from question 6 show the importance listeners place 

on consistent and on time scheduling of news and weather reports as well as other 

segments. These keep the community members up to date with any issues or 

important news.  

As discussed previously in section 4.5, on p. 24, the survey results correlate with the 

ACMA report as News and information programming are popular with the older 

demographics119. The efforts to position this station as a’ go to’ for localised news 

will aid in strengthening its relationship with its primary target markets.  

100.3 2MCR FM’s position online focuses on projecting its local news online and 

raising its brand awareness to reach individuals who do not currently listen to the 

station. With the introduction of podcasting, it allows listeners to listen to the station 

without having to listen to the radio. Their intent is to constantly adapt to the 

mediums they are utilising on air and online. As previously discussed in section 4.5, 

p. 27 of this plan, podcasting is a rising form of media especially amongst the 

younger generations, which if implemented effectively will work towards solidifying 

the rapport with 100.3 2MCR FM’s secondary market. 

  

119 ACMA 2010, Community Attitudes to Radio Content, Viewed 5/10/2016, < 
http://www.acma.gov.au/webwr/_assets/main/lib311390/community_attitudes_to_radio_content.doc >, P. 
2. 
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11.1 Product 

11.1.1 The effective use of the Campbelltown RSL Club 

Research from the current members of 100.3 2MCR FM Community radio station 

had verified a concern about not being able to gain more volunteers to come and 

work for the station due to the lack of exposure. Therefore, it is suggested that the 

effective use of the Campbelltown RSL Club would be a big beneficial factor to allow 

and help gain this exposure for the community radio station and at the same time 

this would help to gain more volunteers for 100.3 2MCR FM Community radio 

station. 

Having said that, a large portion of the younger demographic are located within the 

local Macarthur region who attend the Campbelltown RSL Club. In order to embrace 

the community and potentially increase the amount of listeners for 100.3 2MCR FM 

community radio station it is suggested that working alongside the members of the 

Campbelltown RSL Club and bringing greater exposure for 100.3 2MCR FM which 

will help heighten the brand awareness and achieve more listeners and gain 

potential volunteers. 

This strategy shouldn’t be limited to a particular demographic or community clubs, 

but as a start it can be defined towards the Campbelltown RSL Club then expanded 

into other clubs or locations which will be beneficial for 100.3 2MCR FM. This 

strategy will not just help develop the culture of 100.3 2MCR FM, but it will help to 

contribute in establishing a greater social aspect for the 100.3 2MCR FM community 

radio station.  

Whilst the use of the Campbelltown RSL Club is the most effective and efficient way 

in increasing listeners and volunteers, 1100.3 2MCR FM will still maintain the main 
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aim of attracting and influencing the listeners to become a part of the 100.3 2MCR 

FM team. In addition, the Campbelltown RSL Club will be a contributing factor which 

will benefit in the attraction of new listeners as well as potential volunteers for 100.3 

2MCR FM who may be interested in joining the team.  

11.1.2 Downloadable Informational packages of the 100.3fm MCR community radio 

station website 

Individuals who want to join or become a part of the 100.3 2MCR FM team as a 

volunteer are unaware of how the process works if a former member or volunteer 

has not informed them beforehand. To make it easier for individuals to understand 

what is involved and to answer all questions which may possibly arise it is suggested 

that developing a package which can be downloaded from the 100.3 2MCR FM 

website. The downloadable informational package would include the necessary and 

suitable rule sets, appropriate dress codes, membership registration details, 

volunteer benefits, local community events available, radio station programs and 

guidelines.  

The repercussions of the result of this new strategy would include the time it takes 

for individuals to view the informational package. This is a factor to take into 

consideration with this strategy120.However, individuals may be affected towards the 

100.3 2MCR FM if this strategy was not to be put into action. Consumers having to 

commute or travel to the 100.3 2MCR FM in order to gain information about the 

community radio station would mean individuals would need to give up their valuable 

time. Australians are also less reliant to pick up the phone and contact 100.3 2MCR 

120  Bitmann, M. 2002. ‘Social Participation and Family Welfare: The Money and Time Costs of Leisure in 
Australia’, Journal of Social Policy Administration, vol 36, no.1, pp. 498-425. 
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FM; instead they would more than likely read a document that can be downloaded to 

their computers as the speed of which information is exchanged between 100.3 

2MCR FM and potential members is of most importance to save them time121.  

By having the availability of this online, the downloadable informational package will 

help potential members in terms of “saving time”. Additionally, research also 

indicates that majority of individuals who are willing to participate in a community 

activity do not know how to access and gain information in order to join community 

work122.  So if the individual is met with a package which goes through the joining 

process in depth and it is easily accessible the individual does not have to be 

confused as to what step to take next. 

11.1.3 Improving the Volunteer Programs 

The volunteer program within 100.3 2MCR FM has been successful and since its 

introduction it has brought in a number of volunteers who are currently working with 

the team. To possibly attract and retain new volunteers or members to the radio 

team and program, the following suggestion refers to adding additional activities and 

programs which will involve a high level of socialisation between the volunteer 

members. Such additional activities and programs could include possible in depth 

radio announcer training, learning how to use the radio station’s equipment and other 

sorts of activities which will assist the volunteers to want to stay on board with the 

team. The activities bring a sense of group formation and belonging to individuals, 

particularly between volunteer members where it creates a friendly environment 

where members can develop relationships with other fellow members. Having said 

121 Fletcher, R & Crawford, H 2013 International Marketing, Pearson Education, Australia. 
122 Ibid 
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that, other work industries, develop training programs and integrate socialisation and 

safety with skill development and understanding the rules of the workforce.  

Another idea to encourage volunteers through incentive would be through updates 

on the stations social media fronts such as posts that appeal to them, possible 

competitions, updates and news. This is a fun way to earn incentives as well as help 

the station to better communicate through these social media channels. 
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11.2 Place 

11.2.1 Using Different Communication Channels (i.e. Social Media Networks) 

In current times the information and technology development and adaptation has 

transformed throughout the business industry123. This includes the access and 

speed of gaining information to be at a rapid rate, where businesses now can 

communicate and transfer information through the internet in order to reach and gain 

the potential customers’ needs124. Furthermore, this has impacted businesses dearly 

and has lead them to the position and situation of where they would need to focus 

and aim more of their communication efforts through e-marketing and e-

resources125. 

The effective and efficient use of social media such as Facebook for 100.3 2MCR 

FM is a vital option. Indeed, this will help 100.3 2MCR FM improve their e-marketing 

efforts as well as help them connect better with their primary target market for 

example prosperous individuals who are 18 years old and over. Having said that, the 

100.3 2MCR FM has a Facebook page; however, it is limited to view as it is 

controlled by its members. This creates a barrier for potential members, as they 

cannot see the page with the updated information thus blocking interaction. An open 

Facebook page can create a premise for two-way communication and the possibility 

of gaining new listeners and potential volunteers for the 100.3 2MCR FM.  

100.3 2MCR FM should encourage members and visitors to ‘check in’ on Facebook 

when they are at the station and the Campbelltown RSL Club to promote the 

community radio station to fellow Facebook friends and by doing so they can be 

123 Ibid 
124 Ibid 
125 Cravens, DW 2013, Strategic marketing, McGraw-Hill, New York. 
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rewarded with a discount on any of the 100.3 2MCR FM ‘s merchandise. Another 

way to encourage the use of social media and ultimately raise brand awareness; 

100.3 2MCR FM can encourage members and visitors to post photos on their 

Facebook pages or on the 100.3 2MCR FM Facebook page and 

hashtag’#100.32MCRFM.    

Having said this, looking at the state of the clubs Facebook page currently, it lacks 

club culture and interaction between members. To specifically give an example of 

this, the main background picture that is viewed by many potential individuals is of 

the room behind the broadcasting studio with their logo. This is a very standard and 

very dull image. 100.3 2MCR FM needs to showcase their image to the public; an 

image of their community radio station would create a much better atmosphere for 

the potential individuals. The site needs to become vibrant and it needs to create a 

sense of belonging through its posts and interaction and at the moment it lacks that. 

Nova for example, they use their Facebook page to communicate with their audience 

by posting quirky/interesting articles, puzzles and news that appeal to their target 

audience. These posts add value to their brand with their target audience being able 

to relate and taking interest in the posts of the station thus exposing and gaining 

even more followers through these interactions.  

Instagram is also a major popular social media front which can expose the station 

through picture posts of the events that the station may run in future, competitions, 

and interactions with their audience.  

To target the younger demographic and possibly attract new individuals to the 100.3 

2MCR FM team they need to re-evaluate the way it is using its social media sites 

and start changing small details which could capture the eye of a potential volunteer 
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or listener and result in becoming part of the 100.3 2MCR FM team. Marketing online 

is all about image and perception and as long as the community radio station can 

portray their culture through their social media sites they will have more success 

attracting individuals through these means. 

11.2.2 The Use of Podcast (Through iTunes and Soundcloud) 

In order to heighten the brand awareness and gain as much exposure for 100.3 

2MCR FM we suggest the use of Podcasting as they are lacking the latest 

technological updates and knowledge which is vital in the current broadcasting 

landscape. Having said that, other radio stations who are successful are already on 

board with the trend and are gaining new and repeat listeners due to the use of 

digital broadcasting, such as through iTunes and Soundcloud, which allow easy and 

free subscription options to listeners so that they can easily be kept up to date with 

their latest programs. The suggestion of the use of Podcasting through platforms 

such as iTunes and Soundcloud can be mentioned on air and also made as online 

announcements about these new accessible platforms which will help gain and 

attract new listeners. The use of podcasting will require the 100.3 2MCR FM team to 

be technologically capable to learn efficiently about the use of Podcasts, but once 

achieved and learnt this will benefit the station in the long term as it is relatively easy 

and affordable upgrade to make. Podcasting will allow them to be able to take 

certain segments and discussions from their previous live om-air shows and upload 

them for listeners to be able to listen in their own time, through their smartphone 

devices or other technological devices that are available to them, as this will attract 

and gain potential new listeners. 

It is important to remember that with podcasting consistency is key, in terms of 

uploading and audio quality, these are generally the biggest barriers to overcome 
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when entering this segment. Since 100.3 2MCR FM is already well versed in audio 

quality and recording, being in the community radio industry, the difficult part has, for 

the most part, already been accomplished. A realisation that profits generally are not 

generated through podcasting is also important to note, the use of this platform is to 

help not only increase brand awareness in the online and digital landscape but to 

increase listener numbers and have them become more invested and loyal to the 

station, especially one as community centred as 100.3 2MCR FM. What income the 

station hopes to generate from Podcasting will most likely be achieved through 

advertisements and sponsorship announcements made through the use of this 

medium. 

Indeed, through this strategy implementation it will heighten brand awareness and 

gain exposure due to the use of podcasting which many businesses now use to 

increase their brand awareness and notify individuals or consumers about their 

product or service. Podcasts allows listeners to be able to listen, stream, download 

and subscribe to other stations or programs which is easily accessible and to simple 

use.  

11.2.3 100.3 2MCR FM Community Radio Station Website  

The 100.3 2MCR FM website can be seen as somewhat outdated both missing and 

lacking of information in regards to their programs and services. For a website to be 

successful it must be constantly updated as to communicate the current position, 

operations, programs and services of 100.3 2MCR FM. By ensuring the website 

content is up to date the community radio station ensures that potential individuals 

receive all relevant information during the decision making process. This also 

includes making information such as annual general meeting (AGM) notes, meeting 

minutes and other corporation documentation easily accessible for members. Links 
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to the 100.3 2MCR FM’s social media accounts, as outlined above, should also be 

linked clearly on the website to create a connected flow of information and to ensure 

integrated marketing communications.  
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11.3 Price  

11.3.1 Financial Incentives for Current Members Recommending Potential Members 

In order to achieve and encourage a high rate of listeners, therefore incentives 

schemes are considered to be the most effective way to achieve this. Having said 

that in order to increase the 100.3 2MCR FM ‘s listeners’ rate and gain more 

volunteers, existing members should be motivated to recommend and gain new 

potential individuals through the use of financial incentives as a reward.  

The financial incentive will allow existing members to have a healthy competition 

against one another in order to gain and an additional financial rewards. Indeed, this 

will assess both the 100.3 2MCR FM and current members receiving an enticing 

benefit. Whereby, the existing members recommending or inviting more number of 

friends and families, this will be an example of financial incentives126.With the 100.3 

2MCR FM presenting offers to members with enticing benefits this will create 

exposure for the community radio station via word-of-mouth advertisement127. In 

addition, this will also motivate existing members to be more responsive towards 

100.3 2MCR FM due to the availability of the financial incentives offered to them by 

the community radio station128.  

 

 

126  Blythe, J 2013, Consumer behaviour, SAGE Publications, London ; Thousand Oaks. 
127 Chitty, W 2015, Integrated Marketing Communications, 4rd edn, Cengage Learning, South Melbourne. 
128 Huddson, K 2012, ‘Advantages and disadvantages of incentive schemes’, Employee Benefits, viewed 10 
October 2016, <http://www.aboutemployeebenefits.co.uk/advantages-disadvantagesincentive-schemes.html)>. 
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11.4 Promotion 
 
11.4.1 The 100.3 2MCR FM, Community Radio Station Open Days to Be Quarterly 

100.3 2MCR FM is currently lacking open days available for the community within 

even a yearly basis.  

It is suggested to run these open days quarterly which will allow potential individuals 

to view and feel the community radio station culture and experience the community 

radio station as well as increasing the likelihood of bringing in more individuals 

because the open days will be held on more than one occasion and individuals are 

more likely to attend if they are given more than one day to do so.  

In order for 100.3 2MCR FM to still gain a profit of potential listeners from these open 

days, a stall or fete having sausage sizzle days for guests or individuals who are 

attending the quarterly open days would help to encourage participation. This will 

also enhance the reputation and exposure of the community radio station whilst 

running the open days would encourage the use of promotional activities which will 

encourage potential listeners and volunteers. Simple information stands, booklets, 

pamphlets and flyers are all ways which could enhance the open day experience for 

the potential listeners and may also result in a volunteer who may join the 100.3 

2MCR FM team.  

In order for potential members to be aware of these open days, word-of-mouth from 

existing members from the 100.3 2MCR FM team and the Campbelltown RSL Club 

will be the initial source of advertising, allowing the community radio station to cut 

back on certain advertising costs and allow them to spend more money on 

information stalls or activities on the open days. Additionally, current members 

bringing along friends and family will increase the number of potential individuals to 
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be attracted and potentially influenced to join the 100.3 2MCR FM team. Indeed, 

exposure is the first incident where interest is sparked within a potential member’s 

mind129. By establishing the information package as previously mentioned potential 

members can download the package and view the quarterly open days and times 

which they can then attend without having to wait too long for the next open day. 

  

129 Chitty, W 2015, Integrated Marketing Communications, 4rd edn, Cengage Learning, South Melbourne. 
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12.0 Budget 
12.1 Marketing Statement 2017 & 2018 

12.2 Quarterly Open Days 

12.2.1 Advertising (Through Paper/Brochures/Posters) 

12.2.2 Information Package / Website 

12.2.3 Prizes (Incentives) / Social Media 

12.2.4 Podcasts 

12.2.5 Contingency Amount 
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12.1 Marketing Statement 2017 & 2018 

Budget Appointed 

2017:        $10,357.00 

2018:        $9,643.00 

Gross Budget:      $20,000.00 

 

Expenses To Be Incurred: -  

Advertising:         $   5,160.00 

Information Package / Social Media Expenses:  $      450.00 

Plus Contingency (Up to 5%):    $      950.00  

Podcast Expenses:      $   1,080.00 

Prizes/ Incentives:      $   3,400.00 

Quarterly Open Day:      $   8,960.00 

 

 

OPERATING BUDGET:     $20,000.00  

2017 Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total 
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Note: The following table shown is to followed for a period of no more of 2 years as 

expenses may change depending on exposure and engagement within the next 2 

years. 

 

Quarterly 
Open Days 

$1,120   $1,120   $1,120   $1,120   $4,480 
 

Advertising 
(Printing/ 
Posters/ 

Newspaper) 

$430  $430  $430  $430  $430  $430  $2,580 
 

Prizes 
(Incentives)/ 
Social Media 

$400   $400   $225   $225 $225 $225 $1,700 
 

Podcasts $730   $50   $50   $50   $880 
 

Information 
Package / 

Social Media 

$225            $225 

Contingency – 
Up to 5% 

$145  $21 $78 $21  $91  $21 $70 $33 $12 $492 

 $10,357 

 
2018 

 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total 

Quarterly 
Open Days 

$1,120   $1,120   $1,120   $1,120   $4,480 
 

Advertising 
(Printing/ 
Posters/ 

Newspaper) 

$430  $430  $430  $430  $430  $430  $2,580 

Prizes 
(Incentives) / 
Social Media 

$400   $400   $225   $225 $225 $225 $1,700 
 

Podcasts $50   $50   $50   $50   $200 
 

Information 
Package / 
Website 

$225            $225 

Contingency – 
Up to 5% 

$111  $21 $78 $21  $91  $21 $70 $33 $12 $458 

 $9,643 

TOTAL MARKETING/PROMOTION EXPENSES FOR THE 2017 & 2018 YEAR $20,000 
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12.2 Quarterly Open Days 

The cost is to include necessities required for the open day which 100.3 2MCR FM 

should include stalls, activities, hire, food and so on. These also include activities to 

help encourage new members to be involved with the radio station. These open days 

can include small activates relating to radio as mentioned in the Marketing Strategy 

such as small radio training and also the social aspect of the Open Days. 

12.2.1 Advertising (Through Paper/Brochures/Posters) 

This includes all costs for posters/brochures/Newspaper advertisements such as 

Macarthur Advertisement, for the station. These costs were added with in 

conjunction with the Quarterly Open days to help support the awareness of the event 

to appeal to the target market as well as the radio community in general. 

12.2.2 Information Package / Website 

A small amount is allocated for any random costs. These can include design costs 

(for the information package). Website costs associated should also be taken from 

this budget. Wix is a good website to help with the website updates and making.  

12.2.3 Prizes (Incentives) / Social Media 

These includes the incentives for the customers which can include gift cards, small 

gadgets etc. The station should carefully consider the expenditure of small incentives 

(i.e. if not using the whole amount, to roll over to next month for a bigger 

incentive/prizes etc.). As we reach the end of the years’, the amounts are dissected 

to help allocate incentives in busy times such as Christmas etc. These fund 

allocations can also be used to help with prizes or ‘giving back’ to community such 

as gift basket, Christmas hamper & so on.  

Small incentives can also be offered to a volunteer who wishes to help with updating 
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on the social front such as Facebook and promoting the station and even updating 

with posts that will appeal to the target audience as mentioned in the Marketing 

Strategy.  

12.2.4 Podcasts 

A larger amount is added on the first starting month for a small course available 

which educates on the topic of podcasts with activities and guides on how to make 

them and how to ‘further your brand’130. This can help with the implementation of 

podcasts to further reach the target audience.  

As the month’s progresses, a small $50 per quarter is added for extra costs 

associated with podcasts such as extra equipment, more distributions, subscriptions 

and so on.  

12.2.5 Contingency Amount 

A contingency amount plan of up to 5% is included for if any case there is not 

enough funds distributed to a particular strategy, the contingency can be used to 

cover costs relating the marketing plan or anything associated. If not used, these can 

be accumulated/rolled over to other months to be used in expenses where they may 

need it the most (i.e. Quarterly Open Days). 

130 Aftrs 2016, Podcasting101: Online, viewed 11 October 2016 < https://www.aftrs.edu.au/short-
courses/podcasting-101-online/5992>   
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[ 

13.0 
Implementation 

13.1 Timeline Two Year Implementation Plan 

13.2 Gant Chart  
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13.1 Timeline, Two Year Implementation Plan 
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13.2 Gant Chart 
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14.1 Control Procedures Objectives 
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14.2.2 Awareness and Podcasting 
14.2.3 Listener favourability 

14.2.4 Promotions 

14. 3 Contingency Planning 
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Control Procedures 
 
To maximize yield on a marking or business plan, there needs to be controls in place 

to monitor the plans progress131.  As the plan moves along the controls will need to 

be constantly revisited to determine is the plans actual performance compares to the 

expected outcomes132. Understanding of what to look for in terms of controls will 

help you develop effective performance measurements gauges133. Resources in a 

community radio station are scarce and need to utilised correctly. Controls will help 

in guiding changes to ensure effectiveness. Controls involve setting standards to 

measure by134. In the above report there have been objectives identified with the 

aims to achieve. Objectives include Awareness and podcasting increases, listener 

favourability increase, volunteering growth, development of online awareness & 

accessibility and increase in meaningful promotions. For each of the main objectives 

or aims there has to be set controls to benchmarks objectives to actual performance. 

Below will outline some of the controls set in place to measure the effectiveness of 

planned objectives for 100.3 2MCR FM.   

Objectives: 

• Awareness and Podcasting  

• Listener favourability   

• Online Awareness and Accessibility  

• Promotions 

131 http://smallbusiness.chron.com/examples-controls-marketing-plan-11575.html 
132http://smallbusiness.chron.com/examples-controls-marketing-plan-11575.html 
133 http://smallbusiness.chron.com/examples-controls-marketing-plan-11575.html 
134 http://www.marketingteacher.com/marketing-controls/ 
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14. 1 Planned Performance Against Objectives: 
14.1.1 Online Awareness and Accessibility 
In relation to social media, direct connection with listeners through social networks 

generates greater involvement resulting in a direct impact on brand loyalty135. This 

potential increased connection facilitates a deeper affiliation with 100.3 2MCR FM. 

Listeners actively engaging in the content and having input can lead to lasting 

relationships and in some cases result in increased membership numbers as 

mentioned previously in the report. The increase in social media presence is a major 

objective. Currently there are multiple social media pages run by 100.3 2MCR FM. In 

our research we found, (the below figures are as of October 2016): 

• 2MCR 100.3 FM Heart (51 Likes) 

• Wednesday Night Coffee Morning with Dave Anger Page (906 Likes) 

• Rare Traxx & Eclectic (166 Likes) 

• Greg Bryant on 100.3fm (175 Likes) 

Some of the benchmarks controls for evaluating positive increase in online 

awareness and accessibility firstly would consist of the creation of new social media 

outlets. Currently 100.3 2MCR FM operates on the Facebook platform primarily. The 

introduction of new platforms including but not limited to Instagram, twitter and 

Soundcloud. A positive control for new accounts created in the initial stage would be 

uniform interactions across the various platforms. The objective is to get as many 

listeners connected to the station across various platforms so an appropriate control 

for new social media platforms is the gain 1000 followers and active participants. 

This number of 1000 is formed through the current Facebook social media iteration, 

135 Johannes Knoll. (2016) Advertising in social media: a review of empirical evidence. International Journal of 
Advertising 35:2, pages 266-300. 
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which currently sits collectively at approximately 1300. The control for the current 

Facebook platform after the proposed change to approach will be an increase in 

followers from the current 1300 (approx.) to 2500 within the 2-year planned period. 

As awareness is a focal point of the plan this number could very easily increase and 

may need to be revisited depending on the outcome of proposed changes.  

14.1.2 Awareness and Podcasting  
 
The marketing plan has many initiatives to increase awareness. As mentioned 

previously podcasting can be a valuable tool in engaging listeners and obtaining 

increased awareness. It is not uncommon for shows that get to be highly popular in 

podcast download but be relatively small in terms of radio station budget etc. The 

podcasting platform allows for easy access internationally to content that is usually 

only broadcasted in a specific area. In the past shows such as “Hamish & Andy” 

have topped the podcasting list for the world on iTunes. Statistics such as the 

previous highlight how powerful podcasting is and can be a tool used to facilitate all 

areas of 100.3 2MCR FM. The control for awareness and podcasting with the 

changes suggested earlier in the report. For accurate podcast statistic tracking there 

are resources available. Through the research conducted programs including 

“Blubrry” and “LybSyn” are great tools that are respected in the industry which have 

great accuracy. A specific goal for podcasting would be the initial set up of 

podcasting facilities firstly. Then once the facilities have been established a 

simplified goal of 5000 podcast subscriptions is attainable goal for 100.3 2MCR FM 

to try and accomplish. As previously mentioned this number may increase depending 

on the circumstances. The increase in podcasting capabilities directly relates to the 

objective of awareness increase. 
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14.1.3 Listener favourability  
 
According to the data results from the primary research conducted. When 

respondents were asked if they know of 100.3 2MCR FM the majority did not. With 

above 60% of respondents not knowing of 100.3 2MCR FM or community radio in 

general. Instead when asked of their favourite radio stations the well-known 

commercial radio stations such as KISS were top of mind. With the data suggesting 

that community radio’s lack of awareness being a major issue emphasis needs to be 

put on increasing favourability for the station and community radio as whole. 

Measuring favourability is difficult as it is a qualitative measure. The suggestion for 

control measures for favourability is to undertake further primary research at set 

intervals. For example, surveys could be retaken every 6 months to map changes to 

measure effectiveness. The data from the surveys can be referred back to the initial 

survey results with the same parameters to see if there is a positive change. A 

sample control measure change that is desirable is an increase in 100.3 2MCR FM 

awareness by 50%.        

14.1.4 Promotions 
 
As mentioned earlier in the report, open-days are a valuable resource to gain 

awareness, funding and positive promotion for 100.3 2MCR FM. Control procedures 

for promotion provisions for 100.3 2MCR FM can be counting the amount of people 

who turn out to an event. The figures of attending helps in evaluating the success of 

an event and also ways to improve for the next event. The specific measure for an 

open day in the local Macarthur area can be 250-300 people over the course of a 

day.  
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14. 2 Contingency Planning 
 
The $20,000 proposed budgets for changes has had contingency planning built into 

the calculations. In any venture there are multiple variables that can be dependent 

on un-controllable circumstance and situation. Due to this planning for these un-

controllable circumstances need to be made. In the budget the contingency amount 

is $950 over the two years. Although this amount may seem small it is still readily 

available for use in circumstances where unplanned events can occur. Events such 

as volunteer staff leaving the station. This budgeting contingency can be used to 

lead recruitment efforts. Such as advertising for quality motivated volunteer staff. 

Contingency planning can include advertising “expressions of interest” for 100.3 

2MCR FM. This pool of potential volunteers can help in alleviating some of the stress 

involved in trying to fill vacancies on short notice.  Also the contingency amount in 

the budget can help in planning for potential moving of premises should 100.3 2MCR 

FM be forced to vacate on short notice. 
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15.0 
Conclusion 
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Conclusion 
 

What 100.3 2MCR FM aim to achieve, is a bigger profile and awareness to their 

audience they don’t yet acquire, whilst keeping their good will with the community 

which they pride themselves in. 

Overall, 100.3 2MCR FM don’t even sit in at the lowest tier when it comes to brand 

awareness within the general public in the radio’s region and around Sydney. The 

awareness of the radio station itself sits at only 91% of respondents’ unknown of 

100.3 2MCR FM from the surveys conducted, 4% of 96% of Australians who do 

familiarize themselves with the radio station as mentioned on p. 69 in the report. 

Dictating that the little recognition amongst their aimed target is not reaching the 

potential listeners they can in their current situation.  

That goal of not reaching these potential listeners are from various reasons. One 

major being financial capacity, where they lack funding for providing what is needed 

to expend as a station. The sponsorships and memberships which do account for a 

majority of a community radios station (46-48%) where they aim to increase, their 

outdated equipment also another reason only reach specific regions, these being 

Inner South West / Sutherland (48% of listeners) and South West / Outer South 

(being 50%). Others include the poor online landscape, that the station don’t focus 

on much, such as social media which is essential specially to reach their aimed 

target of 15 - 35 year olds. The website also contributes as an online platform which 

can be labelled as ‘outdated’. Online accessibility in regards to information about the 

station may also affect the unreached target as well as Volunteers for the station 

which the station itself rely on for staying ‘alive’. The fact there is no incentive, may 

concur with high turnover where other more important priorities meet. 
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This report mentions the different strategies and implementation throughout the 

report. These different strategies involve using location as a front for advertising due 

to it being a popular place, easier online access to information which states all 

necessary details for the station, a more engaging online presence especially with 

the target demographics who use the online platform the most (i.e. Facebook, 

Instagram, Twitter) and try to keep up with these indirect competitors (YouTube etc.), 

Podcasting where their great affect can be seen through numbers like the 29% of 

Australians who have listened to podcasts in the past 12 months as mentioned on p. 

29. Others involves online packages for easier access to information of the station. 

Quarterly days within the year to engage the community and promote their sponsors 

and the station through activities.  Incentives suggested also to encourage promotion 

of 100.3 2MCR FM. 

This report should help within a period of two years to expend their audience in 

listeners and funding at a budget set of $20,000 to help with the marketing aspect in 

reaching that goal.  

Through these points throughout the report, should help within a period of two years 

to expand their audience in listeners and funding at a budget set of $20,000. With 

the following recommendations, it should encourage the gain in the desired and 

potential listeners though music, outlined strategies for the 25-39 age group which 

makes 46,000 of people in the Macarthur region alone, with 34 years of age being 

the median age but show lowest interest in the station’s popular times as mentioned 

in the report along with the target of 15-24 who only make up 16% of 100.3 2MCR 

FM listeners and is something to work towards changing, hence this proposed 

report. 
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17.3, Survey and Survey Results 

1. How often do you listen to any form of radio content? 
a. Every day 
b. Weekly 
c. Monthly 
d. Only when I’m bored 
e. Never 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Question 1 results display that a majority of the respondents do listen to the radio on 

a daily basis which is a positive sign for 100.3 2MCR FM. Having said results also 

display that there is a small portion of respondents who listen to the radio on a 

weekly basis and amazingly only 3% of the respondents don’t actually listen to the 

radio. This overall indicates that as long a radio station offers good programs and 

entertainment for listeners there will be a better chance to increase the rate of 

respondents to listen to the radio.  
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2. Of the time spent listening to any form of radio content, how much if any, is 
spent listening to community radio stations? 

a. 0%-24% of the time 
b. 25%-49% of the time 
c. 50%-74% of the time 
d. 75%-100% of the time 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Question 2 presents that the amount of time the respondents actually listen to the 

radio, listening to community radio stations are very low in comparison to commercial 

radio stations as this may be due to commercial radio stations offering more 

entertaining programs and advertising which helps those radio stations influence 

listeners to be attracted to tune into.  
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3. Where is the majority of your time spent listening to radio? 
a. In the car 
b. At home 
c. At work 
d. Other (Please Specify) 

__________________________________________________ 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Question 3 indicates and displays that a majority of respondents listen to the radio 

mostly in the car in comparison to at home, work or other places. This may be 

influenced due to the busy working lifestyle of people and may only have time to 

listen to the radio going to or from work in their car. 
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4. Would this change if other avenues such as online streaming and podcasting 
of your favourite segments were made easily accessible to you? 

a. Yes 
b. No 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Question 4 shows that majority of respondents would not change their perspective 

upon listening to the radio if there were other forms of listening or tuning into the 

radio through podcasts or online streaming.  
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5. What are your top three radio stations that you listen to the most? 
 
1. ___________________________________________________________

_____________ 
 

2. ___________________________________________________________
_____________ 
 

3. ___________________________________________________________
_____________ 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Through question five, listeners were asked to recall their top three radio stations, 

however collectively, it is seen that the top three radio stations overall are 106.5, 

96.1 and 96.9. Although a large variety of stations were mentioned, all fall under the 

commercial station category. Listeners were not familiar enough with community 

radio stations to mention them as one of their top three radio stations.  
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6. From a scale of 1-5, 1 being the of most importance and 5 being of least 
importance, please number each option in the order of importance that you 
consider when tuning into a station you wouldn’t normally tune into? 
 

a. _____ Social media interaction with listeners and top stories of the day 
 

b. _____ The availability of podcasts to listen to any time 
 

c. _____ Consistent and on time scheduling of news and weather reports 
as well as other segments 
 

d. _____ The chance to win on air prizes by ringing through to the station 
when tuning in throughout the day 
 

e. _____ The type of music a station plays 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The survey results have dictated that respondents place a huge importance on the 

type of music a station plays, correlating with the responses received in question 

also. Factors such as consistent news and weather reports also are valued by 

listeners and are key in maintaining their viewership.  Whilst potential to podcast at 

any time has very little importance placed on it and does not interest listeners.  
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7. Name the first community and commercial radio station that comes to mind. 
 
o Community radio station 

___________________________________________________ 
 

o Commercial radio station 
___________________________________________________ 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When asked to name the first community radio station that came to mind. Listeners 

were struggling to recall a community radio station, a limited few were able to list 

2ME which is also a cultural radio station. Whilst the remaining large number of 

listeners left the response blank as they were not familiar with any community radio 

stations. However, when asked to name a commercial radio station, listeners were 

easily able to recall the station and as seen above, they are predominately the most 

popular commercial stations. 
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8. On a scale of 1 to 10, 1 being least 10 being most, how favourable is your 
opinion of community radio stations in general? (Please circle the best 
answer) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Respondents were asked their favourability of community radio stations, the 

responses varied quite a lot however a larger number of respondents expressed 

their disinterest in community radio stations whilst the same amount of people 

remained neutral regarding their opinion.  
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9. From the following, what influences you most when tuning into one radio 
station over another? 

a. Radio Popularity 
b. Frequency Strengths 
c. Music Favourability 
d. Other (Please Specify) 

_________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Following the survey, it has become evidently clear that listeners base the choice of 

station on the genre of music it plays/quantity of music played against other 

competing factors. Indicating that some listeners do not maintain listener loyalty.  
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10. Have you heard of the station 2MCR FM before? 
a. Yes 
b. No 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From this graph, it can be concluded that there is an extremely low level of 

awareness for 100.3 2MCR FM. This can correlate with the number of listeners the 

station currently has, whilst also displaying the potential reach they can accumulate.  
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11. Do you recognise the station that the logo pictured to the right belongs to? 
a. Yes 
b. No 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As a result of the low awareness that 100.3 2MCR FM has, their logo is 

unrecognisable by more 94% of the people who sat this survey. Once again 

displaying the lack of brand awareness as well as the potential reach of listeners the 

station can aim to attain.  
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12. Would you consider volunteering at a community radio station? 
a. Yes 
b. No 
c. Only for remuneration/compensation for time 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Whilst there is low awareness for 100.3 2MCR FM, there is an interest in individuals 

who would volunteer at the station if they knew about the volunteering. Therefore, 

through key advertising opportunities, the station can gain willing volunteers to 

donate their time to the community.  
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13. Of the following, what has most deterred you from volunteering at your local 
community radio station? 

a. Lack of time 
b. Lack of awareness about volunteer positions being available to the 

community 
c. Lack of remuneration/compensation 
d. Disinterest in being part of the community radio team 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Question 13 results show that respondents have not only a lack of time, but also a 

lack of awareness about volunteer positions being available in the first place. 

Another significant deterrence to volunteering was a general disinterest from the 

community in wanting to devote time a community radio station. Even offering some 

form of compensation most likely won’t cause an increase in volunteers due to very 

few respondents citing that as a reason for not volunteering in the past. 
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14. From the snapshots of the homepages of “Site A” and “Site B”, circle which 
one you would find yourself spending more time browsing on. 

Site A Site B 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Question 14 presents respondents with a snapshot of two different homepages, they 

were then asked to pick which one they would find themselves spending more time 

browsing on. The majority of respondents at 94%, cited FBI radio’s homepage as the 

main one they would spend time browsing on, with the minority at 6% citing 100.3 

2MCR FM. This question correlates well with question 15 to see whether the sites 
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respondents find themselves spending more time browsing on relates with the site 

they find more visually appealing. 
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15. From the same two snap shots of the homepages below, circle which one you 
find more visually appealing. 

Site A Site B 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Question 15 shows that the great majority of respondents at 96%, find Site B more 

visually appealing then they do Site A, correlating with the results from question 14. 

The minority at 4% stated that they found Site A more visually appealing then Site B. 

The results from both questions 14 and 15 represent a potential for improvement to 

make 100.3 2MCR FM’s website more appealing to spend time browsing on. 
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Whether that would be through a modernised user interface or through a more 

streamlined layout. 
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16. What is your gender? 
a. Male 
b. Female 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This shows a greater amount of women who volunteered to be a part of this 

randomised survey. Following the previous questions, the women are unaware of the 

potential volunteering opportunities or the station itself, therefore providing insight 

into a demographic they can explore as their target market.  
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17. What is your age? 
a. 15-24 years old 
b. 25-34 years old 
c. 35-44 years old 
d. 45-54 years old 
e. 55-64 years old 
f. 65-74 years old 
g. 75 years or older 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Question 17 represents a large number of young adults who volunteered to be a part 

of this survey, a key demographic for 100.3 2MCR FM to target. Allowing a specific 

insight into the community and their thoughts and opinions regarding community 

radio and 100.3 2MCR FM.  
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18. What is your current place of residence? 
 
o ________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Focus on the Campbelltown area is important to such a community based station, 

such as 100.3 2MCR FM. Although gaining insight into the opinions of 

geographically varying respondents also provided great intel during the course of the 

report.  
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19. What is your current employment status? 
a. Full time 
b. Part time 
c. Student 
d. Homemaker 
e. Seeking employment 
f. Retired 
g. Other (Please specify) 

__________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An important demographic question where targeting those who work, full-time, part-

time or even is a student at an institution can mean travel time during 100.3 2MCR 

FM’s highly rated drive time slots. The majority of respondents either work full time or 

part time and either attend an education institution as well or study full time. 
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